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Nuclear facilities in Lithuania:
1. Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
2. Closed Maišiagala storage facility of radioactive waste – Bartkuškis forest, Širvintai region;
3. Spent nuclear fuel storage facility – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
4. Cemented radioactive waste storage facility – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.
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Projected (under construction) nuclear facilities:
1. Visaginas Nuclear Power Plant – 2 sites – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
2. New spent nuclear fuel storage facility – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
3. Facilities for treatment and storage of solid radioactive waste – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
4. Very low lewel radioactive waste repository – Drūkšiniai, Visaginas m.;
5. Low and intermediate radioactive waste repository – Stabiškės, Visaginas m.
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The competence of the State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (hereinafter – 
the “VATESI”) includes the development of the system of requirements for nu-
clear safety and physical protection, radiation protection and accounting of nu-
clear materials, as well as licensing and supervision in the nuclear energy sector 
in line with these requirements. VATESI carries out its activities with an aim to 
accomplish the strategic objective – to assure a high level of nuclear safety. 

Last year, VATESI specialists focused their attention on supervising the safety 
of the finally shut-down units of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter – the 
“Ignalina NPP”), licensing the construction projects of radioactive waste equi-
pment and storage facilities, and, by getting ready for supervising the project 
of a new nuclear power plant, on upgrading the legal framework regulating 
the nuclear energy sector and on training of the personnel. 

In 2010, upon having analyzed and evaluated the documents justifying safety 
that had been submitted by Ignalina NPP, one licence related to Ignalina NPP 
decommissioning was issued – to construct a storage facility of very low level 
radioactive waste.  

In 2011, VATESI will consistently perform supervision of the licensed nuclear 
facilities by conducting inspections and verifications, analyzing documents 
justifying safety of nuclear facilities with increased risks and other documents 
that are important in terms of safety. Legal acts regulating nuclear safety will 
be further updated or newly drawn up. 

With regard to the objective to implement the project of the new nuclear po-
wer plant that has been listed among the priorities of the Government and 
to continue decommissioning of Ignalina NPP, the legal framework regulating 
nuclear safety has been further improved. In 2010, the draft Law Amending the 
Law on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania, the draft Law on Nuclear 
Safety of the Republic of Lithuania, the draft Law Amending the Law on Radio-
active Waste Management of the Republic of Lithuania and other relevant draft 

About us –
the State Nuclear Power

Safety inspectorate

The Acting Head of vATESI
Michailas DEMčENkO

Forew
ord by VATESI H

ead
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laws were drawn up and submitted to the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania. 
The Law on Nuclear Safety of the Republic of Lithuania and the Law Amending 
the Law on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania will enable to reach 
compliance with the Council Directive 2009/71/EURAToM as of 25 June 2009 
establishing a Community framework for nuclear safety of nuclear facilities. To 
enforce the mentioned laws, VATESI will have to work out the relevant secon-
dary legislation documents.   

The construction of the new nuclear power plant is an important assignment 
to  the entire state regulatory and supervisory system, and in particular to VA-
TESI as the main institution regulating nuclear safety – during a relatively short 
period of time the existing nuclear safety regulations will have to be reviewed 
and upgraded, and, where necessary, a new legal framework will have to be 
developed, qualified specialists for supervision of design and construction of 
the new nuclear power plant, and at a later stage – for supervision of its ope-
ration, will have to be employed and trained. To get properly prepared for this 
assignment, since 2007 VATESI has been drafting new legal acts and upgrading 
the existing ones, employing and training new specialists. For training of the 
new specialists, the opportunities provided by international assistance projects 
have been used by sending them for training at the regulatory institutions of 
the countries that are more advanced in the field of nuclear energy. 

Proper preparedness of VATESI has already become indispensable in providing 
consultations on nuclear safety, radiation protection and licensing issues to 
Visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB that is responsible for performing the prepara-
tory works for the project of the new nuclear power plant. In 2011, the specific 
nuclear safety and radiation protection requirements for nuclear reactors will 
have to be defined, because then the technical specification of the new nucle-
ar power plant will be under preparation. In preparing the technical specifica-
tion, the results of the assessment of the selected construction site in terms of 
nuclear safety will be used (the Site Assessment Report). VATESI specialists will 
also have to analyze and approve the mentioned report.  
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The main goals and                      
mission of VATESI
The State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI) is the main regulatory 
and supervisory institution of nuclear safety, which sets safety requirements, 
controls whether they are complied with, issues licences and permits, performs 
safety assessments of nuclear facilities, conducts inspections and verifications, 
and carries out other functions.  

VATESI mission is to perform the state regulation and supervision of safety at 
nuclear facilities in order to protect the public and the environment against 
harmful effects of nuclear and radiation events and accidents.

VATESI is a governmental institution, established in 1991, VATESI Head directly 
reports to the Prime Minister. 

The main goals of VATESI:

 State regulation and supervision of safety at Ignalina NPP and other nuclear 
facilities;

 State regulation and supervision of nuclear waste management at nuclear 
facilities;

 Supervision of use of nuclear materials and technologies for peaceful pur-
poses  (application of safeguards set by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (hereinafter – the “IAEA”) and the European Energy Community 
(hereinafter – the “EURAToM”));

 State regulation and supervision of physical protection of nuclear facilities 
and nuclear materials;

 State regulation and supervision of transportation of nuclear fuel cycle ma-
terials;

 Emergency preparedness. 

Decommissioning of Ignalina NPP is a long-lasting process. VATESI assesses 
and supervises whether the activity undertaken during this process complies 
with the nuclear safety requirements by analyzing documents justifying safety, 
approving modifications, conducting inspections. It should be noted that the 
RBMK-1500 reactors at Ignalina NPP are the graphite moderated, channel-type 
reactors, and there has not been yet a single case of practice of dismantling 
the reactor of this type. In 2000, VATESI issued a licence for operation of the 
spent nuclear fuel facility at Ignalina NPP, where the spent nuclear fuel is stored 
in special containers.  By now this storage facility has been fully stocked, and 
a new spent fuel facility is under construction in order to accommodate the 
nuclear fuel that is being kept in the finally shut-down Ignalina NPP units. This 
activity is also assessed and supervised by VATESI.    
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VATESI has been focusing its attention on preparing for the implementation 
of the project of the new nuclear power plant by drawing up nuclear safety 
regulations, training employees to properly conduct the works of the new nu-
clear power plant’s safety regulation and supervision. In getting ready for the 
construction of the new nuclear power plant, each stage of the process has 
to be strictly regulated and preparations for this purpose have to be taken in 
advance because the construction of the new nuclear power plant is a long, 
complicated and responsible process. 

The primary responsibility for assuring the safety of nuclear facilities and opera-
tions involving nuclear materials is borne by the organizations operating these 
installations or performing operations with nuclear materials.  In Lithuania, the 
State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant is responsible for the safe condi-
tion of the finally shut-down nuclear reactors, the State Company Radioactive 
Waste Management Agency (RATA) supervises the closed Maišiagala Radioac-
tive Waste Storage Facility, and the Public Limited Liability Company Lietuvos 
Geležinkeliai has got a valid licence for transportation of nuclear materials. 

Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant that was operating two reactors of the RBMK type 
(with the designed capacity of 1500 MW each) came under the jurisdiction of 
Lithuania in 1991, when Lithuania regained its independence.  Lithuania thus 
became the world’s 31st country to use nuclear energy for generation of elec-
tricity. Lithuania assumed obligations not to cause nuclear threat to mankind or 
environment while operating Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant and to use nuclear 
materials for peaceful purposes only.  The operation of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 was 
terminated in 2004, and Unit 2 was finally shut down on 31 December 2009. 

By preparing for the final shut-down of Ignalina NPP, in 2010 VATESI issued one 
licence to the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant for the construction 
of a storage facility of very low level radioactive waste. 

To assure round-the-clock communication with the emergency preparedness 
authorities of the Republic of Lithuania and international organizations, VATESI 
has appointed early notification officers who at any time of the day and night 
are ready to receive or to provide information about any nuclear or radiological 
accident that has occurred in Lithuania or other countries. At any time, upon 
the receipt of a notification about a nuclear accident in Lithuania or any other 
country, if the accident is likely to cause a threat to the people of Lithuania, VA-
TESI Emergency Centre is ready to start its operations no later than in an hour.  

VATESI sets the requirements and regulations on nuclear safety, controls whet-
her they are complied with at nuclear facilities or in performing any other 
activity related to nuclear and /or nuclear fuel cycle materials. In the case of 
established non-compliances, VATESI is entitled to apply the respective enfor-
cement measures, e.g. to obligate the organization operating a nuclear facility 
to undertake rectifying measures, to suspend works and even to suspend or 
terminate the validity of the licence or permit issued by VATESI. 
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vATESI ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Quality management
The decision to develop the Quality Management System at VATESI was appro-
ved on 5 october 2000 by order No. 21 of VATESI Head. The implementation of 
the Quality Management System at VATESI is aimed at:

 Enhancing the efficiency of the institution’s management;

 optimizing the planning and use of the institution’s resources;

 Assuring adequate licensing, safety assessment and supervision of nuclear 
facilities;

 Assuring sufficient supervision over the ongoing European Union support 
projects;  

 Assuring adequate qualification improvement of the VATESI staff;

 Assuring efficient management and use of information.

With regard to the changing requirements and by continuously improving the 
quality assurance documents, in 2010 three new quality management procedu-
re regulations and instructions were approved and fifteen of such documents 
were updated at VATESI. 
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key events
5 March 2010. VATESI issued a licence to the State Company Ignalina Nuclear 
Power Plant whereby the latter was allowed to construct a very low level radio-
active waste storage facility.  

24-27 May 2010. By invitation of VATESI, a group of experts set by the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter – the “IAEA”) visited Lithuania. The 
objective of the visit was to provide recommendations and proposals regar-
ding the following drafts of safety regulations and requirements: General Safety 
Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants, Rules for Design of the Reactor 
Cooling Systems of  Nuclear Power Plants, Rules for Designing, Installation and 
Operation of the Power Supply Systems at Nuclear Power Plants.   
14-16 June 2010. Yukiya Amano, the IAEA General Director, visited Lithuania. 

27 August 2010. VATESI submitted to the IAEA the fifth national report on 
meeting the commitments under the Convention on Nuclear Safety. 

30 August – 3 September 2010. The regional training courses Computer Safe-
ty in Nuclear Facilities were arranged in Vilnius by the IAEA and VATESI together 
with Visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB. 
21 September 2010. During the 54th IAEA General Conference in Vienna 
(Austria), Gregory Jaczko, Chairman of the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) and Michailas Demčenko, Deputy Head of VATESI acting in 
the capacity of VATESI Head, signed the Agreement on the exchange of tech-
nical information and cooperation in the field of nuclear safety between NRC 
and VATESI, whereby extending cooperation between VATESI and the NRC for 
another five-year period. 

 
 
Spalio 27 d. suteikta teis  gyvendinti Ignalinos AE pastato, kuriame yra 1-ojo 

energijos bloko reaktoriaus avarinio aušinimo sistemos dalis, rengini  išmontavimo ir 
dezaktyvavimo projekt .  

 
         Lapkri io 3 d. Europos Komisija pateik  Tarybai Panaudoto branduolinio kuro ir 
radioaktyvi j  atliek  tvarkymo direktyvos projekt . Tikimasi, kad Europos Komisija 
patvirtins Direktyv  2011 m., o perk lus Direktyvos nuostatas  šali  nari  nacionalin  teis  
panaudoto branduolinio kuro ir radioaktyvi j  atliek  tvarkymo programos turi b ti 
parengtos iki 2015 m.  
 

Gruodžio 3 d. Kijeve (Ukraina) Ukrainos valstybinio branduolinio reguliavimo 
komiteto vadov  Jelena Mikolai iuk ir VATESI viršininko pavaduotojas, laikinai vykdantis 
viršininko funkcijas, Michailas Dem enko pasiraš  Susitarim  d l keitimosi informacija ir 
bendradarbiavimo branduolin s energijos naudojimo taikiais tikslais saugos reguliavimo 
srityje.  

 
 
Gruodžio 9 d. VATESI leido prad ti sustabdyto Ignalinos AE antrojo energijos bloko 

eksploatavimo užbaigim  ir rengtis išmontavimo projektams. Galutinai sustabdžius 

27 October 2010. The implementation of the project for decontamination 
and dismantling of the Ignalina NPP building accommodating a part of the 
emergency cooling system of Unit 1 was authorized. 

3 November 2010. The European Commission submitted to the EU Council of 
Ministers the draft Directive on Management of Radioactive Waste and Spent 
Nuclear Fuel. The approval of the Directive is expected in 2011. The programs 
for management of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste will have to be 
prepared by 2015, after the provisions of the mentioned Directive will have 
been transposed to the national legislation of the EU Member States.  
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         Lapkri io 3 d. Europos Komisija pateik  Tarybai Panaudoto branduolinio kuro ir 
radioaktyvi j  atliek  tvarkymo direktyvos projekt . Tikimasi, kad Europos Komisija 
patvirtins Direktyv  2011 m., o perk lus Direktyvos nuostatas  šali  nari  nacionalin  teis  
panaudoto branduolinio kuro ir radioaktyvi j  atliek  tvarkymo programos turi b ti 
parengtos iki 2015 m.  
 

Gruodžio 3 d. Kijeve (Ukraina) Ukrainos valstybinio branduolinio reguliavimo 
komiteto vadov  Jelena Mikolai iuk ir VATESI viršininko pavaduotojas, laikinai vykdantis 
viršininko funkcijas, Michailas Dem enko pasiraš  Susitarim  d l keitimosi informacija ir 
bendradarbiavimo branduolin s energijos naudojimo taikiais tikslais saugos reguliavimo 
srityje.  

 
 
Gruodžio 9 d. VATESI leido prad ti sustabdyto Ignalinos AE antrojo energijos bloko 

eksploatavimo užbaigim  ir rengtis išmontavimo projektams. Galutinai sustabdžius 

3 December 2010. In Kiev (the Ukraine) olena 
Mycholaichuk, Head of the State Nuclear Regula-
tion Committee of the Ukraine, and Michailas 
Demčenko, VATESI Deputy Head, acting in the ca-
pacity of VATESI Head, signed the Agreement on 
the exchange of information and cooperation in 
the area of safety regulation in the use of nuclear 
energy for peaceful purposes.    

9 December 2010. VATESI permitted to start de-
commissioning of the finally shut-down Unit 1 of Ignalina NPP and preparation 
for the dismantling projects. After Ignalina NPP was finally shut down, the po-
wer plant stopped generating electricity; hence its operation has to be perfor-
med in accordance with the new parameters: redundant systems have to be 
isolated, some systems have to be modified, and others will be operating as 
usually. Ignalina NPP will be able to load the spent nuclear fuel into the spent 
nuclear fuel storage pools after it has reconciled the fuel loading program and 
its safety justification with VATESI.  

27 December 2010. VATESI permitted to continue operation of the solid and 
bituminized radioactive waste storage facilities. 

Strategic planning of operations and financial activity

VATESI activities due to their specifics are long-term and continuous. The pro-
gram and priorities set by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, as well 
as the provisions of the National Long-Term Development Strategy are taken 
into consideration when planning the activities. 

For the accomplishment of the VATESI mission, the sole strategic objective – 
assuring a high level of safety at nuclear facilities – was set in the Strategic Plan 
of VATESI activities for the period of 2010-2012. To assess whether the strategic 
objective has been attained, the single criterion of effect has been set, i.e. nu-
clear safety improvement defined as the absence of level two and upwards un-
usual events on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event (INES) scale. 

To accomplish the strategic objective, the only program – Public and Internal 
Administration of Nuclear Safety – was developed and was being implemented 
in 2010. Four goals were set for implementing the program: 

 To authorize and supervise the licensed activity at nuclear facilities, i.e. to 
assure  compliance with the set requirements;

 To assure continuous upgrading of the systems of regulation and supervision 
of nuclear safety, physical protection and radiation protection to reach their 
compliance with the IAEA and Western European Nuclear Safety Regulators 
Association’s recommendations and with the best international practice, le-
gal framework of the European Union, international and national laws; 
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 To assure the administration of the institution’s structure and management 
of documents, personnel and available material and financial resources in 
the manner enabling to efficiently perform the institution’s functions; 

 To get ready for regulation and supervision of designing and construction 
of the new nuclear power plant.

By accomplishing these goals, VATESI has been striving to further reduce the 
probability of events and accidents at nuclear facilities, to improve the quality of 
failure and accident prevention measures, to improve VATESI internal adminis-
tration and the quality of decision-making process. Moreover, they were aimed 
at ensuring timely preparation for regulation and supervision of designing and 
construction of the new nuclear power plant. The program was financed with 
funds from the state budget.  In 2010, the amount of LTL 4295 thousand from 
the state budget was approved for the implementation of the VATESI program; 
VATESI was allocated from the state budget and actually used LTL 3904.5 thou-
sand (expenses), or 90.09 percent. The funds from the state budget were used 
in accordance with their allocation, i.e. in line with the items of economical 
classification approved in the cost estimates and without exceeding them.    

Use of state budget funds in 2005-2010

LTL. Thousand

Used state budget funds, LTL thousand

Preparation
for licensing of the new

nuclear power plant



Preparation
for licensing of the new

nuclear power plant
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Legal regulation of the new nuclear power plant

Upgrading of the legal framework in Lithuania
The Program of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania approved by Reso-
lution No. XI-52 as of 9 December 2008 of the Seimas of the Republic of Lithu-
ania (Official Gazette, 2008, No.146-5870), provides that the implementation of the 
project of the new nuclear power plant will have be further continued. The Plan 
for Implementation of the National Energy Strategy in 2008-2012, approved by 
Resolution No. 1442 as of 27 December 2007 of the Government of the Republic 
of Lithuania (Official Gazette, 2008, No. 4-131), envisages the following measures 
relevant to the development of the legal framework on nuclear safety: 

1) To draft the legal acts regulating nuclear safety in the course of designing, 
construction and operation of the new nuclear power plant; 

2) To draft the Law on Nuclear Safety of the Republic of Lithuania;

3) To draft the Law Amending the Law on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of 
Lithuania.  

Alternatives sites for new Visaginas nuclear power plant. 

Ignalina NPP

Alternative site 2

Cooling towers

Alternative site 1
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In 2010, the draft Law on Nuclear Safety was submitted for discussions at the 
Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania. The key objective of the Law is to strength-
en nuclear safety, to prepare the regulatory environment for the planned de-
velopment of the nuclear energy infrastructure, to stipulate in detail the func-
tions of the state regulation and supervision in the area of nuclear safety in-
cluding licensing, issuing permits and safety assessment procedures. In order 
to strengthen and reorganize the nuclear safety regulatory system, other laws 
that are relevant to the regulation of nuclear safety and radiation protection 
will have to be amended, and the respective secondary legislation deemed 
necessary for the enforcement of these laws will have to be passed. There-
fore in the period of 2009-2010 VATESI also participated in preparing the draft 
amendments of the respective paragraphs of the Law on Radiation Protection 
of the Republic of Lithuania, the draft Law Amending the Law on Radioactive 
Waste Management of the Republic of Lithuania, the draft Law Amending the 
Law on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania, other draft laws.  

VATESI bears responsibility for harmonization of the national legal acts with the 
Council Directive 2009/71/EURAToM as of 25 June 2009 establishing a Com-
munity framework for the nuclear safety of nuclear facilities. The provisions of 
the mentioned Directive will be transposed into the Law on Nuclear Energy 
(the draft Law Amending the Law on Nuclear Energy has been already submit-
ted to the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania), and the new Law on Nuclear 
Safety of the Republic of Lithuania (the draft Law has been submitted to the 
Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania as well). At the meeting of the Seimas of 
the Republic of Lithuania held on 14 December 2010 the approval was given 
for discussing the draft Law Amending the Law on Nuclear Energy, the draft 
Law on Nuclear Safety, other relevant laws in 2011 at the Sixth (Spring) Session 
of the Seimas.  Therefore, the priority of VATESI in 2011 will be to draw up the 
secondary legislation for the enforcement of these laws. 

Development of the system of nuclear safety requirements and              
regulations
To assure that the nuclear power plant planned to be constructed in Lithuania 
would be safely operated and comply with the highest possible safety level, 
first of all it is necessary to develop the system of nuclear safety requirements 
enabling to accomplish these goals.  

As early as in 2008, VATESI resolved to draw up the nuclear safety requirements 
and regulations for the implementation of the project of the new nuclear 
power plant in line with the IAEA safety requirements and manuals, WENRA 
safety reference levels and the best practice of other countries and internation-
al organizations. The set objective – to establish the system of nuclear safety 
requirements for the successful licensing of the new nuclear power plant by 
the year 2012. In addition to that, it was resolved that until the decision on the 
reactor technology will have been made, these requirements and regulations 
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have to be set in general terms in order to avoid possible obstacles in choos-
ing any of the different technologies of the nuclear power plants with either 
vessel-type pressurized water or boiling light water reactors or channel-type 
heavy water reactors. As soon as the type of the reactor is selected, VATESI 
will further upgrade the nuclear safety requirements and regulations for the 
implementation of the project of the new nuclear power plant by taking into 
account the peculiarities of these reactors and the requirements and standards 
valid in the supplier’s country. 

In 2010, the following nuclear safety requirements and regulations 
for the implementation of the project of the new nuclear power 
plant were approved:

 Nuclear Safety Requirements BSR-2.1.3-2010 General Requirements for the 
Site Evaluation of a Nuclear Power Plant validated by order No. 22.3-58 of 
VATESI Head as of 20 July 2010 (official Gazette,  2010, No. 91-4845);

 Nuclear Safety Requirements BSR-1.4.1-2010 Requirements for the Mana-
gement System validated by order No. 22.3-56 of VATESI Head as of 21 June 
2010  (official Gazette, 2010, No. 75-3852);

 Nuclear Safety Rules BST-2.1.1-2010 Designing, Installation and Operation of Po-
wer Supply Systems at Nuclear Power Plants validated by order No. 22.3-91 of 
VATESI Head as of 26 November 2010 (official Gazette,  2010, No. 141-7239).

Moreover, in 2010 VATESI specialists were drafting the following new legal acts: 

 Requirements for Designing Nuclear Power Plants;

 Requirements for Deterministic Safety Analysis;

 Requirements for Probabilistic Safety Assessment;

 Requirements for Content of the Nuclear Power Plant’s Safety Analysis Report; 

 Requirements for Preparation of Documents Justifying Safety and  their Ap-
proval by the Regulatory Institution;

 Regulations for Designing, Installation and operation of the Reactor’s  Coo-
ling Systems at Nuclear Power Plants;

 Regulations for Designing, Installation and operation of Instrumentation 
and Control Systems;

 Regulations for Designing, Installation and operation of the Nuclear Power 
Plant’s Containment.

It is planned that these legal acts will be reconciled and approved in 2011. 

It is worth mentioning that a group of experts formed by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency visited Lithuania on 24-27 May 2010 by invitation of 
VATESI. The objective of the visit was to provide recommendations and propos-
als regarding the nuclear safety regulations and requirements that then were 
being drafted by VATESI for the assessment of nuclear power plants’ sites, their 
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designing and operation, as well as designing, installation and operation of the 
reactor’s cooling system and power supply system. It should be emphasized 
that the experts not only acknowledged that the draft documents which were 
being newly drawn up by VATESI substantially comply with the IAEA safety 
standards, but also provided valuable proposals on their improvement. VATESI 
will upgrade the drafted documents and, if necessary, will arrange similar mis-
sions in the future.

VATESI viršininko 2010 m. lapkri io 26 d. sakymu Nr. 22.3-91 (Žin., 2010, Nr. 141-
7239). 

Taip pat 2010 m. VATESI specialistai reng  šiuos naujus teis s akt  projektus: 
 Atomini  elektrini  projektavimo reikalavimai; 
 Deterministin s saugos analiz s reikalavimai; 
 Tikimybin s saugos analiz s reikalavimai; 
 Atomin s elektrin s saugos analiz s ataskaitos turinio reikalavimai; 
 Branduolin  saug  pagrindžian i  dokument  rengimo ir derinimo su 

reguliuojan ia institucija reikalavimai; 
 Atomini  elektrini  reaktoriaus aušinimo sistem  projektavimo, rengimo ir 

eksploatavimo taisykl s; 
 Kontrol s ir valdymo sistem  projektavimo, rengimo ir eksploatavimo 

taisykl s; 
 Atomini  elektrini  reaktoriaus apsauginio gaubto sistem  projektavimo, 

rengimo ir eksploatavimo taisykl s. 
Planuojama šiuos teis s aktus suderinti ir patvirtinti 2011 m.  
Svarbu pažym ti, kad 2010 m. geguž s 24-27 dienomis VATESI kvietimu Lietuvoje 

lank si TATENA suformuota ekspert  grup . J  vizito tikslas – pateikti rekomendacijas ir 
pasi lymus d l VATESI naujai rengiam  branduolin s saugos reikalavim  ir taisykli  
projekt , susijusi  su atomini  elektrini  aikšteli  vertinimu, projektavimu ir eksploatavimu, 
reaktoriaus aušinimo bei elektros energijos tiekimo sistem  projektavimu, rengimu ir 
eksploatavimu. Svarbu pamin ti, kad ekspertai ne tik pripažino, kad VATESI naujai 
rengiami dokument  projektai iš esm s atitinka TATENA saugos standartus, ta iau pateik  
verting  pasi lym , kaip juos tobulinti. Atsižvelgiant  TATENA ekspert  pateiktas 
rekomendacijas ir pasi lymus VATESI tobulins rengiamus dokumentus ir prireikus 
organizuos panašias misijas ateityje. 

 
2010 m. geguž s 24-27 dienomis misijos darbe dalyvav  TATENA ekspertai ir VATESI 

specialistai 
 

Atomin s elektrin s aikštel s vertinimas 
 
Atsižvelgiant  pasaulin  atomini  elektrini  (toliau – AE) statybos praktik , pirmasis 

AE gyvavimo etapas yra jos aikštel s (statyb  vietos) parinkimas ir vertinimas saugos 
poži riu. 

The IAEA experts and vATESI specialists
who took part in the mission arranged on 24-27 May 2010

The nuclear power plant site evaluation
With regard to the worldwide practice of construction of nuclear power plants 
(hereinafter – the “NPP”), the first stage of the NPP’s lifetime is the selection of 
the construction site and its evaluation in terms of safety.

According to Article 12 of the Law on the Nuclear Power Plant, the construc-
tion site of the new nuclear power plant has to be selected by taking into con-
sideration the IAEA recommendations. With regard to these provisions, VATESI 
prepared and approved the General Requirements for Evaluation of a Nuclear 
Power Plant Site (official Gazette,  2010, No. 91-4845). This legal act was drawn 
up on the basis of the IAEA safety requirements and the best practice of oth-
er countries. During its preparation, consultations with the specialists of the 
Lithuanian Geological Survey, Fire Safety and Rescue Department under the 
Ministry of the Interior were held.

The evaluation of the NPP site in terms of safety as a potential separate stage of 
the implementation of the NPP project has been provided for in the draft Law 
on Nuclear Safety submitted to the Seimas. Whereas the NPP site evaluation 
comprises many areas – nuclear safety, meteorology, hydrology, geology, avia-
tion, and emergency preparedness – the draft Law provides for collaboration 
among VATESI and the Civil Aviation Authority, Lithuanian Geological Survey, 
Lithuanian Hydro Meteorological Service, Fire Safety and Rescue Department 
under the Ministry of the Interior. 
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In the course of the NPP site evaluation it has to be justified that:
 No natural hazards or hazards caused by human activity (tectonic, seismologic 

hazards, floodings, extreme meteorological phenomena, accidental aircraft 
crash, etc.) will occur in the planned NPP site that could not be reasonably 
taken into account in the design-basis of the planned to be constructed NPP;  

 During NPP operation or in the event of the accidents foreseen in the de-
sign of NPP, their effects on the population will be lower that the legally 
permissible ones; 

 It will be possible to properly respond to emergency situations, including nu-
clear accidents, and to protect the population from the hazardous impacts; 

 It will be possible to assure physical protection of the NPP and the territory 
adjacent to its site where the NPP construction and the related works are 
projected; 

 Ultimate heat sink will be available in all cases. 

The acceptability of the NPP site has to be justified by considering all these as-
pects, if necessary, by indicating the possible corrective measures that will have 
to be implemented in the course of designing or operating the NPP. The results 
of the NPP site evaluation have to be described in the Site Evaluation Report. 

Visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB (VAE UAB) started site evaluation activities in 
terms of nuclear safety in 2008. At the end of 2010, nearly all works have been 
completed.   

In 2009-2010, nine consultations were held between VATESI and VAE UAB on 
the evaluation of the NPP sites. on 8-12 November 2010, the IAEA mission at 
VAE UAB was arranged the main objective thereof was to review the geologi-
cal aspects of the NPP site evaluation. The representatives of VATESI and Lithu-
anian Geological Survey also took part in the mission. 

At the end of 2010, VATESI approved the list of events requiring thorough anal-
ysis, which was submitted to VATESI by VAE UAB in accordance with the General 
Requirements for Evaluation of the Nuclear Power Plant Site. The list includes the 
credible natural events and those that can be caused by human activity; all 
of them will have to be comprehensively analyzed in the NPP Site Evaluation 
Report. The analysis and approval of the NPP Site Evaluation Report will be one 
of the most important VATESI assignments in 2011.

Training of specialists and qualification improvement
Nuclear energy is a complicated field of research and technology demanding 
high competence, special knowledge and experience that have to be continu-
ously updated and where all developments have to be closely followed, hence 
one of the priority goals of VATESI – to have highly qualified and equipped with 
special knowledge employees.  This goal has become even more important 
after the decision to construct the new nuclear power plant was made. 
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To accomplish fluent and high quality safety surveillance and assessment during 
the licensing process of the new nuclear power plant, it is necessary to prop-
erly prepare the legal framework regulating nuclear safety that will be followed 
by VATESI specialists in evaluating the documents justifying nuclear safety in the 
course of the site evaluation of the new nuclear power plant, as well as in the 
processes of designing, construction and operation of the power plant and when 
conducting verifications and inspections. To draw up this legal framework, spe-
cialists of various fields, who should have knowledge in reactor physics, thermo 
hydraulics, control, regulation and electric power systems, strength of materials, 
construction engineering, accident analysis, probabilistic safety analysis, fire safe-
ty, welding technologies  and methods of non-destructive inspection, technolo-
gies of radioactive waste management, principles of decommissioning and other 
relevant fields are required.    

In 2010, with regard to the economic situation in Lithuania, the number of the 
VATESI job positions did not grow, and in 2010 there were seventy job positions at 
the inspectorate. Sixty eight employees were working at VATESI as of late 2010, 59 
of them were civil servants. In 2010, VATESI hired 6 persons, and the employment 
contracts were also terminated with 6 employees. Five VATESI employees of those 
working in the field of nuclear energy have got a qualification degree of the Doc-
tor of Science, 37 – the Master’s Degree, and 5 – the Bachelor’s Degree. 

With regard to the already being implemented and planned to be implemented 
VATESI goals and the related demand to maintain the highly qualified staff, VATESI 
pays major attention to the training and qualification improvement of its employ-
ees. In 2010, sixty employees (86 percent of all VATESI employees) were improving 
their qualification – 2 of them participated in the introductory workshops of civil 
servants, 59 employees took part in the training events aimed at the develop-
ment of competences related to the implementation of the VATESI program for 
the accomplishment of its strategic goals – Public and Internal Administration of 
Nuclear Safety.  
one of provisions laid down in the IAEA Statute is to support training of research-
ers and experts in the field of use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. This 
international organization has accrued immense experience in organizing various 
training events. It also provides financial support that gives VATESI specialists an 
opportunity to improve their knowledge and to gain experience in such organi-
zations as the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Radiation and Nuclear 
Safety Authority of Finland (STUK) and in other offices and organizations. 

In Lithuania the specific reactor technology has not been selected yet, therefore 
VATESI specialists have been improving their knowledge in the technologies of 
various types of reactors both by independently studying the information and by 
taking part in various seminars and training courses: on February 1–5 they partici-
pated in the IAEA regional seminar Analysis of Severe Accidents and Accident Man-
agement (Armenia), on March 9-10 – in the international conference Challenges 
in Constructing Nuclear Power Plants (the UK), on May 31-June 4 – in the techni-
cal meeting arranged by the IAEA Safety Culture Prior to Starting Operation of New 
NPPs – Sharing Experience and Lessons Learned  (Austria), on June 20-27 – in the train-
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ing courses Safety Perspectives of Nuclear Reactors (the US), on July 24-August 1 – in 
the training courses Licensing and Supervision by the Regulatory Institution in Imple-
menting the Project of a New Nuclear Power Plant (South Korea), in the seminar Ex-
perience in Supervising Construction and Regulation in Nuclear Power Plants (Finland), 
on october 18-22 – in the IAEA workshop Accomplishments and Challenges in the 
Development of Level II Probabilistic Safety Analysis Methodology and its Application 
in Nuclear Power Plants and in Preparing Management Programs of Beyond-Design 
Basis Accidents (Russia), December  6-11 – in the workshop Quality Assurance of 
New Safety Measures in Nuclear Reactors (Slovenia) and other events. VATESI special-
ists disseminate the acquired knowledge at the arranged in-service seminars. This 
information is very beneficial in developing legal framework on nuclear safety.

Cooperation between vATESI and visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB 
In 2010, VATESI and Visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB (hereinafter – the “VAE UAB”) 
held meetings aimed at exchanging information about the progress reached in 
the project of the new nuclear power plant and the nuclear safety requirements 
set forth in the legal acts regulating nuclear safety. During the meetings, the is-
sues of safety assessment were discussed and settled. 

VAE UAB, performing the preparatory works for the project of Visaginas Nuclear 
Power Plant, as early as in December 2008 had addressed VATESI with a request 
to be provided with consultations and clarifications on the issues of the already 
effective and being drawn up requirements on nuclear safety, and the licensing 
procedure of the new nuclear power plant. VATESI together with VAE UAB worked 
out the consultation scheme and defined the consultation subjects. After the ad-
justments in this scheme introduced in 2010, the number of the consultation 
subjects reached 18. In accordance with the consultation scheme, VATESI special-
ists provide consultations to VAE UAB on the issues of preparation of the legal acts 
regulating nuclear safety, nuclear safety (evaluation of construction sites, quality 
management system and safety culture, classification of structures, systems and 
components, operation, safety assessment), transportation of nuclear materials, 
management of radioactive waste, physical protection, accounting for and con-
trol of nuclear materials. In 2010, the focus of attention was given to the issues of 
the evaluation of the construction sites with regard to the IAEA recommenda-
tions. To discuss various aspects of the evaluation of the construction sites (VATESI 
requirements for the evaluation of the construction site, preparation of the list of 
initiating events for comprehensive analysis, parameters and criteria to be used 
during the site assessment, implementation of recommendations from the IAEA 
missions, the scope of the Site Evaluation Report and schedule for its submis-
sion to VATESI, involvement of other institutions in the process of reviewing the 
report), the meetings of specialists were held during which the analyzed issues 
were executed in seven written memorandums. 

In 2010, three meetings of VATESI and VAE UAB representatives with the partici-
pation of top managers of both organizations were arranged, where decisions 
on unanimous positions and actions to be followed with regard to the issues 
discussed during consultations were made. 
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SYSTEM oF NUCLEAR SAFETY 
REGULATIoN AND SUPERVISIoN

Preparation of mandatory technical documents on nuclear safety 

Setting nuclear safety requirements
Nuclear safety requirements are set forth by the Laws of the Republic of Lithu-
ania, Resolutions of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania and other 
secondary legislation.  

The main legal act regulating the use of nuclear energy in Lithuania is the Law 
on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania passed in 1996. other laws that 
are directly related to the safe use of nuclear energy are: the Law on Radioac-
tive Waste Management of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law on Radiation 
Protection of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law Concerning Control of Im-
port, Transit and Export of Strategic Goods and Technologies of the Republic 
of Lithuania, the Civil Protection Law of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law on 
Construction of the Republic of Lithuania, etc. After Lithuania started planning 
and performing the preparatory works for decommissioning of Ignalina Nucle-
ar Power Plant, the following laws were passed: the Law on Decommissioning 
of Unit 1 of the State Enterprise Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant of the Republic of 
Lithuania, the Law on the State Enterprise Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant Decom-
missioning Fund of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law on Additional Employ-
ment and Social Guarantees for the Employees of the State Enterprise Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant of the Republic of Lithuania.

In accordance with the Law on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania and 
VATESI Statute, VATESI in its legal acts sets forth the requirements for nuclear 
safety and radiation protection, safety of radioactive waste management, phys-
ical protection along with the procedure for drawing up these requirements.  

on 15 June 2009, by the order of VATESI Head the Nuclear Safety Require-
ments BSR-1.1.1-2009 Description of Procedure for Preparation of Nuclear Safety 
Mandatory Technical Documents were validated, wherein the system of man-
datory technical documents in nuclear safety along with the procedure for 
their preparation, execution and validation were defined as well.  This legal act 
embedded the system of mandatory technical documents on nuclear safety 
consisting of:

 Nuclear safety requirements;

 Nuclear safety regulations;

 Standards;

 Mandatory technical documents of the licensee. 
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From the date of coming into validity of the above mentioned legal act, VATESI 
legal acts are respectively attributed either to the nuclear safety requirements 
or to the nuclear safety regulations. In accordance with the Description of Pro-
cedure for Preparation of Nuclear Safety Mandatory Technical Documents, the as-
sessment of the impact of all drafted nuclear safety requirements and regula-
tions has to be carried out.  

The Program for Upgrading Nuclear Safety Mandatory Technical Do-
cuments for 2010- 2014 and the Plan for Preparation and Review of 
Nuclear Safety Mandatory Technical Documents for 2010 
In accordance with order No. 22.3-80 of VATESI Head as of 26 August 2009 Re:  
Setting-up the Working Group Coordinating Preparation of VATESI Legal Acts, the 
working group coordinating preparation of the legal acts was established at 
VATESI. This group, acting in line with the provisions of Chapter IV of the Rules for 
Preparation of Nuclear Safety Requirements and Regulations (KU-II-03) approved 
by order No. 22.3-79 of VATESI Head as of 26 August 2009, prepared a five-year 
VATESI Program for Upgrading Nuclear Safety Mandatory Technical Documents 
(2010-2014) and the Plan for Preparation and Review of Nuclear Safety Manda-
tory Technical Documents for the Year 2010 (approved by order No.  22.3-136 of 
VATESI Head as of 31 December 2009).  These documents together with their 
respective amendments are placed on the VATESI website. 

Implementation of the Plan for Preparation and Review of Nuclear Sa-
fety Mandatory Technical Documents for 2010 
The Plan for Preparation and Review of Nuclear Safety Mandatory Technical Docu-
ments for the Year 2010 (hereinafter – the “Plan”) comprised 79 legal acts that 
were planned to be reviewed, and if necessary, had to be amended or their 
wording had to be revised, as well as those that were planned to be newly 
drawn-up. 

Thirty two legal acts were either approved or reviewed by the respective VATE-
SI division, however it was decided that their amendment is not expedient. In 
2010, fifty legal acts were submitted for reconciliation with other institutions, 
VATESI divisions, were under preparation or their drafting had not been started 
(they were transferred to the Plan for the year 2011). 

In all, 82 legal acts were reviewed in 2010, because upon the review of some 
legal acts included in the Plan for the year 2010, other legal acts that originally 
were not listed in the Plan had to be upgraded or withdrawn. The legal acts 
that were upgraded in addition or were withdrawn as no longer valid were 
as follows: order No. 7 of VATESI Head as of 18 February 1999  Re: Approval 
of the requirements for the quality assurance system in nuclear power plants and 
other nuclear facilities (official Gazette, 1999, No. 20-573);  order No. 56 of VATESI 
Head as of 29 December 2001  Re: Approval of the requirements for the installa-
tion and operation of the emergency power supply systems in nuclear facilities (of-
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ficial Gazette, 2002, Nr. 4-160); order No. 22.3-38  of VATESI Head as of 19 June 
2007 Re: Approval of general requirements for inspections conducted by VATESI 
(official Gazette, 2007, No. 71-2822; 2010, No. 58-2869).

In all, in 2010 at vATESI:
 15 legal acts were approved (including the newly drawn, updated and the 

withdrawn ones); 

 17 legal acts were reviewed by the divisions, but were not amended (it as 
not necessary to do so); 

Transferred to the Plan for the year 2011:
 17 legal acts that were submitted for reconciliation with other institutions;

 33 legal acts that were under preparation were submitted for reconciliation 
with other VATESI divisions, as well as those the preparation thereof was not 
started. 

17 legal acts

17 legal acts

15 legal acts

33 legal acts

The list of legal acts regulating VATESI activities and enforcing the 
requirements for the supervision area assigned to VATESI 
In accordance with Item 1, paragraph 2 of Article 365 of the Law on Public 
Administration of the Republic of Lithuania, the list of the legal acts regulat-
ing VATESI activities and enforcing the requirements for the supervision area 
assigned to VATESI was approved by order No. 22.3-98 of VATESI Head as of 
30 November 2010. This list is considered to be a public consultation (in the 
meaning prescribed by paragraph 2 of Article 363 of the Law on Public Admin-
istration of the Republic of Lithuania) and is publicly accessible on the VATESI 
website. The list is immediately updated when the effective legal acts are with-
drawn or the new ones are validated. 

Issuing licences and permits
The use of nuclear energy, as well as the use, storage and transportation of 
nuclear and other radioactive materials are strictly regulated by the legal acts 
of the Republic of Lithuania to assure that the risks posed to the public and the 

The status of legal acts in 2010
 Approved (including the newly drawn, 
updated and withdrawn legal acts)

 Reviewed, but not amended legal acts

 Legal acts transferred to the Plan for the 
year 2011 that were submitted for recon-
ciliation with other institutions

 Legal acts transferred to the Plan for the 
year 2011 that were under preparation, 
were submitted for reconciliation with 
other VATESI divisions, as well as those 
the preparation thereof was not started
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environment would be minimized as much as possible. These risks have to be 
fully assessed in the course of designing, constructing a nuclear facility, per-
forming modifications of the existing facility, during its operation or decom-
missioning, during storage or transportation of nuclear or other radioactive 
materials, and they have to be reduced to the minimum by the pre-planned 
measures. Risky operations are not allowed, if the risks have not been prop-
erly assessed, appropriate safety measures have not been projected and their 
implementations has not been assured. 

Another fundamental reason for regulation of this activity – possible use of nu-
clear energy for terror purposes. In this case, regulation is aimed at preventing 
possible acts of terror and illicit trafficking of nuclear and radioactive materials. 

Licensing is one of the main elements of the regulation, supervision and con-
trol system over operations in nuclear energy or other activity related to nucle-
ar materials. During the licensing process, preparedness of an applicant (and 
after granting the licence – of the licensee) to carry out the activity licensed by 
VATESI in accordance with the Law on Nuclear Energy (official Gazette, 1996, 
No. 119-2771) is assessed. In the course of licensing, the safety of a nuclear fa-
cility, organizational structure of the applicant, qualification of personnel, doc-
uments of quality assurance during  the licensed activity and other important 
aspects of safety assurance are assessed.   

The process of licensing consists of the following main stages: 
 Submission of an application;

 Review and assessment of application documents; 

 Inspection of an applicant;

 Decision making regarding granting the licence;

 Issuance of the licence (provided that an affirmative decision has been 
made);

 Supervision of compliance with the licence conditions; 

 Termination of the licence validity. 

When an application is accepted, the documents deemed necessary for the 
assessment of safety of the activity for which it is requested to issue the licence 
are identified. 

During the review and assessment of the application documents and inspection 
of the applicant, the safety of operations is assessed in the following aspects: 

 Whether the nuclear facility will comply with the safety requirements set for 
this facility. These requirements, depending on the type of the licensed acti-
vity, cover the principal requirements of nuclear safety and physical protecti-
on (e.g. the sufficiency of implementation of the defense in depth principle, 
operational experience feedback), the  requirements for the plant (e.g. the 
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equipment qualification and ageing analysis, its control), the requirements 
for the specific systems of the facility (e.g. the specific requirements for the 
reactor’s core, cooling system, accident confinement systems, the peculiari-
ties of safety engineering ), requirements for the construction design, etc. 

 Whether the activity related to the nuclear facility or nuclear materials will 
comply with the safety requirements set for this activity: whether the appli-
cant has established an organizational structure, implemented an efficient 
quality management system and has sufficient resources for the implemen-
tation of this system; 

 Whether the applicant has obtained permits from other institutions prescri-
bed by the Law on Nuclear Energy evidencing that he has complied with 
their requirements for the safe use of nuclear facilities and nuclear materials. 

In 2010, three applications for issuing the licence were examined. 
Applications assessed by vATESI in 2010 for issuing a licence

Date of 
submission of      
an application

Applicant Type of licensed 
activity Comments

September 2008 State Company 
Ignalina Nuclear 
Power Plant

To construct a very 
low level short-lived 
radioactive waste 
storage facility  

Licence No. 1/2010 
issued in March 
2010

July 2010 State Company 
Ignalina Nuclear 
Power Plant

To construct solid 
radioactive waste 
retrieval and 
conditioning   facility

Submission and 
assessment of 
the application 
documents will be 
continued in 2011

September 2010 State Company 
Ignalina Nuclear 
Power Plant

To operate a very 
low level short-lived 
radioactive waste 
storage facility 

Submission and 
assessment of 
the application 
documents will be 
continued in 2011

The decision on issuing the licence is made on the basis of the results of the 
review and assessment of the documents and the inspection of the applicant. 
VATESI decisions on issuing the licence are executed by the orders of VATESI 
Head.  

In 2010, one licence was issued.

Licences issued by vATESI in 2010

Licence No. Licensee Licensed activity

1/2010 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

To construct a very low level short-lived 
radioactive waste storage facility  
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By fulfilling the assigned functions and with an aim to evaluate the compli-
ance of the performed activity with the set requirements, in 2010 VATESI spe-
cialists assessed the documents justifying safety (for more information refer to 
Chapters Finally shut-down Ignalina NPP and Management of nuclear fuel and 
radioactive waste) and conducted inspections and technical checks (for more 
information refer to Chapter Inspections). Subject to the results of the safety 
assessment, inspections, technical checks, analytical works, the decisions were 
made on the compliance of the nuclear facilities with safety requirements, ac-
ceptability of the proposed safety system modifications or the requirements 
for upgrading the performed activity were set. 

Licences issued by vATESI whereby vATESI                                                                     
was supervising the licensed activities in 2010

Item 
No.

Licence
No. 

Licensee Type of licensed activity

1. 12/99(P) State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

operation of Ignalina NPP Unit 1

2. 3/2000(P) State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

operation of an interim spent nuclear 
fuel storage facility (SNFSF) of dry 
type at Ignalina NPP 

3. 1/2004 Lietuvos Geležinkeliai AB Transportation of nuclear materials

4. 2/2004 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

operation of Ignalina NPP Unit 2 

5. 1/2006 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

operation of a storage facility for 
cemented liquid radioactive waste at 
Ignalina NPP

6. 2/2006 Radioactive Waste 
Management Agency 
(RATA)

Conducting supervision of the 
closed Maišiagala Storage Facility of 
Radioactive Waste

7. 1/2008 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

Designing a solid radioactive waste 
retrieval and conditioning   facility 

8. 2/2008 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

Designing a very low level short-lived 
radioactive waste storage facility  and 
a repository

9. 1/2009 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

Construction of  solid radioactive 
waste management facilities

10. 2/2009 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

Construction of an interim spent 
nuclear fuel storage facility

11. 1/2010 State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant

Construction of a very low level 
short-lived radioactive waste storage 
facility  
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By exercising the right prescribed to the inspectorate by the Law on Nuclear 
Energy, VATESI sets forth the conditions of the licence validity. In the course of 
the licensed activity, the conditions of the licence validity may be adjusted to 
satisfy the amended safety requirements or changed parameters of a nuclear 
facility. In 2010, there were five cases when the conditions of the licence valid-
ity were adjusted.

Licences adjusted by vATESI in 2010

Licence 
No. 

Date of 
adjustment

Type of licensed 
activity

Essence of adjustments

2/2008 5 March
2010 

To design very low 
level short-lived 
radioactive waste 
storage facility and 
repository

The right to design only a 
repository for very low short-
lived level radioactive waste 
was given

2/2009 13 october 
2010 

To construct an 
interim storage facility 
for spent nuclear fuel 

The right to postpone the 
design preparation for 
management of damaged 
and experimental nuclear 
fuel later beyond the date 
indicated in the design of 
the storage facility 

12/99(P) 27 october 
2010 

To operate Ignalina 
NPP Unit 1

The right was given to 
implement the equipment 
dismantling and 
decontamination project in 
Ignalina NPP building 117/1 

2/2004 9 December 
2010

To operate Ignalina 
NPP Unit 2 

The right was given to start 
decommissioning of the 
shut-down Ignalina NPP Unit 
2 and to start preparations 
for the dismantling projects 

12/99(P) 27 December 
2010

To operate Ignalina 
NPP Unit 1

The right was given to 
continue the operation of 
the solid and bituminized 
radioactive waste storage 
facilities 

In the course of supervising the licensed activity, in the case of flagrant viola-
tions of the licence conditions, VATESI may suspend the validity of the licence 
or to withdraw the licence. In 2010, no flagrant violations of the licence condi-
tions were established. 

The licence is withdrawn when a nuclear facility proceeds to another stage 
of its lifetime (when the type of the licensed activity becomes different) or 
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when the licensee terminates the licensed activity. In 2010, no licences issued 
by VATESI were withdrawn, but when the technical design for the construc-
tion of a low level radioactive waste storage facility was approved to the State 
Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant, the conditions of the licence, which 
had been issued for designing a low level radioactive waste storage facility and 
a repository, were adjusted, and the right was given to design only a low level 
radioactive waste storage facility (Licence No. 2/2008).

Supervision and control over transportation of nuclear materials is carried out 
in line with the Regulations for Import, Export, Transit and Transportation of Ra-
dioactive Materials, Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel in the Republic of 
Lithuania validated by order No. 1271/22.3-139 as of 24 December 2008 of 
the Minister of Health of the Republic of Lithuania and VATESI Head (official 
Gazette, 2009, No. 3-64; 2010, No. 125-6452).  In accordance with the provi-
sions of these Regulations, permits for transportation of fission materials, ra-
dioactive waste that have been generated in the course of a nuclear fuel cycle 
are issued by VATESI. Moreover, applications for transportation of radioactive 
materials and radioactive waste, which has not been generated in the course 
of a nuclear fuel cycle but is categorized as nuclear material and permits for 
transportation thereof have been issued by the Radiation Protection Centre, 
have to be reconciled with VATESI.  

In 2010, VATESI approved all 19 applications that had been submitted by eco-
nomic operators for obtaining a permit for transportation of radioactive mate-
rials and radioactive waste categorized as nuclear material. Thirteen of these 
applications were submitted with the request to issue permits for import or ex-
port of the ionizing radiation sources. These sources of ionizing radiation were 
transported in the containers the structures whereof contained the nuclear 
material – depleted uranium. one of the companies got a permit to deliver 
calibration sources in the container with depleted uranium. Besides, the ap-
plications were approved and permits were issued for transportation of the 
pellets of the confiscated raw nuclear fuel (uranium oxide Uo

2
) and radioactive 

waste containing plutonium isotope (Pu-239) from the second-hand instru-
ments of dosimetric control and smoke sensors.

Inspections
The inspection activities are targeted at assessing the compliance of economic 
operators supervised by VATESI with the set requirements on nuclear safety, 
radiation protection and accounting of nuclear materials. Every year VATESI 
develops a plan of inspections in accordance with the established criteria. In 
addition to the planned inspections, the technical checks and control room 
operation inspections as well as unplanned inspections are undertaken.  In 
2010, VATESI specialists conducted 50 inspections (55 in 2009), including 38 
planned inspections, 1 control room operation inspection, 7 technical checks 
and 4 unplanned inspections.
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Inspection at Ignalina NPP

Inspections are conducted at all stages of the 
licensed activity: during the evaluation of a 
site for a nuclear facility, its design, construc-
tion, operation or decommissioning, during 
transportation of nuclear materials or when 
performing their accounting. Moreover, VATESI 
inspectors are entitled to inspect organiza-
tions that provide services to the licensees.

Inspections conducted by vATESI in 2009-2010 

In 2010, 47 of 50 conducted inspections were performed at Ignalina NPP, 2 – at 
the State Company Radioactive Waste Management Agency (RATA) and 1– at 
Metesta UAB and oRLEAN Lietuva AB.
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Planned inspections
Every year, in December, upon having assessed the gained experience of in-
spection activities, upon having analyzed the experience of organizations op-
erating nuclear facilities, the results of licensing, the results of analysis of the 
safety upgrading program and other safety-related documents, VATESI special-
ists project the inspections to be conducted in the coming year. In 2010, forty 
two inspections were scheduled in VATESI plan of inspections.  Thirty eight of 
them were conducted; two were rescheduled for 2011, and there was no need 
to conduct 2 inspections. In the course of inspections, the following safety-
related areas were examined:

 Training of Ignalina NPP personnel;

 Safety systems and safety-related systems (the emergency cooling sys-
tem of the reactor’s core, back-up power supply system, fire extinguishing 
systems at Units 1 and 2, back-up control panels, system for reactor cavity 
overpressure protection, system of regular and back-up power supply for 
the Unit’s auxiliary consumption, system for replenishment of cooling water 
and its quality control, regulation and control systems, operation of cluster-
type control rods, system for calculation of neutron impulses);

 Accounting of and control over nuclear materials;

 Verification of physical inventory;

 Management of design basis and beyond-design basis accidents;

 Management of nuclear fuel;

 Physical protection of nuclear facilities and nuclear materials;

 Environmental monitoring conducted by Ignalina NPP;

 Planning of Ignalina NPP decommissioning projects;

 Implementation of radiation protection program;

 Management of radioactive waste at Ignalina NPP;

 Equipment qualification  and ageing management of the safety-related systems;

 Use of imported strategic commodities intended for nuclear purposes; 

 Emergency preparedness; 

 operational experience feedback.

The inspection’s results are written down in an inspection protocol, and the 
organization that has been inspected is familiarized with them. Upon having 
received from VATESI the inspection protocol, the inspected organization has 
to draw up a plan of corrective measures aimed at rectifying the identified 
non-compliances, then to implement the plan and submit to VATESI the docu-
ments evidencing that non-compliances were rectified.

32
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Technical checks
Technical checks are the checks conducted by VATESI experts on the technical 
condition of individual systems, facilities and equipment of a nuclear facility set 
forth in the special (operation, testing, maintenance, etc.) regulations.

The objective of the checks of the technical condition is to ascertain that the 
safety-related pressurized components at Ignalina NPP (equipment and pipe-
lines) are manufactured, mounted, installed, maintained and operated in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the effective legal acts (regulations) and 
operation manuals, as well as that they are in good status and it is possible to 
use them in the course of the start-up – commissioning works and to operate 
the facility at the set operational parameters (e.g. pressure and temperature). 
The check of the technical condition comprises the internal and/or external 
visual inspections of equipment and pipelines, tests, verification of technical 
parameters conforming compliance of the pressurized components with the 
safety requirements and other actions to be taken to ascertain their compli-
ance with the safety requirements. 

The main goal of the specialists of the Surveillance Division of VATESI Nuclear 
Safety Department who take part in the checks of the safety-related pressur-
ized components is to supervise the checks of the technical condition of the 
safety-related pressurized components and pipelines and to personally evalu-
ate the technical conditions of the NPP components being checked.

Regardless of the fact that the only operated Unit 2 of Ignalina NPP was finally 
shut down on 31 December 2009, a part of the safety-related technological 
systems remained in operation. The requirements for their operation and su-
pervision have not become less strict because of the changed operation mode 
of Ignalina NPP. 

In 2010, the specialists of the Surveillance Division of VATESI Nuclear Safety De-
partment conducted 7 technical checks. The results of these checks were ex-
ecuted in accordance with the established procedure by authorizing operation 
of these systems at the established parameters. 
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Upgrading of inspection activities 

Inspection at Ignalina NPP

VATESI nuclear safety spe-
cialists regularly analyze the 
experience, knowledge and 
information obtained dur-
ing inspections, workshops 
or working meetings, pro-
vide proposals on the up-
grading of the conducted 
inspection activities and 
documents regulating 
these activities. Measures 
for training of inspectors 
(in-service training, training 
courses) are envisaged in 

the IAEA national project for 2008–2011 Enhancing Capabilities of VATESI and 
Other Institutions in Licensing a New NPP in Lithuania. In 2010, the implementa-
tion of the EU institutional strengthening transition facility Support to VATESI in 
Assessing Safety of Ignalina NPP has been continued and provided VATESI in-
spectors with an opportunity to further enhance their competencies in the 
assessment of the structural integrity of the safety-related structures, systems 
and components. The main objective of inspection activities envisaged in the 
above projects is to get acquainted with other countries’ practice in inspecting 
nuclear facilities and to apply the knowledge thus gained when inspecting the 
operating facilities, as well as to get ready for supervising the implementation 
of the project of the new nuclear power plant. This is especially useful to young 
inspectors who are joining the ranks of nuclear safety specialists.  

Safety of finally shut-down
Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant



Safety of finally shut-down
Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
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Supervision of decommissioning of finally shut-down Unit 1                  
and Unit 2

The main decommissioning works of finally shut-down Unit 1
In 2010, Ignalina NPP has been further implementing the projects related to 
decontamination and dismantling of the redundant equipment in Unit 1 of 
Ignalina NPP. VATESI examined the Technical Design (B9-0 project) and Safety 
Justification Report, which had been revised in accordance with VATESI com-
ments, for equipment dismantling and decontamination in building 117/1 at 
Ignalina NPP Unit 1, where the high pressure emergency cooling systems of 
the reactor core were installed, and approved the Technical Design on 4 May 
2010. on 27 october 2010, by order No. 22.3-76 of VATESI Head, the licence 
issued for operation of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 was supplemented with the permit 
to start the works in line with the above mentioned Technical Design and its 
Safety Justification Report. 

on 2 June 2010, the Technical Design for decontamination and dismantling 
of the equipment in the turbine hall of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 (B9-1 project) was 
submitted for review and approval by VATESI. The project will consist of the de-
contamination and dismantling works of the main redundant systems, such as 
turbine generators, turbine oil equipment, condensate treatment equipment, 
condensers, separators – reheaters and evaporators, water supply pumps, con-
densate pumps and heat reduction components, as well as the safety justifica-
tion of these works. VATESI examined the Technological Design (B9/1project) 
and its Safety Justification Report and provided comments on 29 September 
2010. on 5 August 2010, the Technical Design (B9-5 project) for decontamina-
tion and dismantling of the Ignalina NPP heating equipment and its Safety 
Justification Report were submitted for approval by VATESI. In the course of 
normal operation, the building with the heating equipment used the steam 
supplied from the operating Ignalina NPP power unit and heated water for 
district heating demands of Ignalina NPP facility, Visaginas city and district. Af-
ter termination of Ignalina NPP operation, the heat supply was terminated as 
well, and the heating equipment became unnecessary. on 15 December 2010, 
upon having examined the documents on decontamination and dismantling 
of this equipment, VATESI specialists provided their comments. 

As of late 2009, after the removal of the last fuel casket from Unit 1 of Ignalina 
NPP, preparations for decontamination of the main cooling circuit (MCC), blast-
ing and cooling systems (BCS), treatment systems, emergency cooling system 
of the reactor core, internal surfaces of the manifolds and parts of the steam 
supply pipes were started. This equipment is contaminated with radionuclides 
most of all. on 15 July 2010, Ignalina NPP submitted for review and approval 
by VATESI the Technical Design (B12 project) for decontamination of the main 
cooling circuit and the internal surfaces of the systems related to this circuit, 
as well as its Safety Justification Report. The main objective of this project is 
to remove the major part of contaminants from the internal surfaces of the 
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equipment with an aim to reduce the employees’ exposure to radiation during 
the dismantling works in the power units A1 and B1. VATESI specialists, upon 
having analyzed the above mentioned documents, on 13 August 2010 pro-
vided their comments. on 14 September 2010, VATESI, upon having analyzed 
the responses provided by Ignalina NPP, arranged a meeting to discuss these 
issues.  After the meeting, Ignalina NPP revised the Technical Design B12 and 
its Safety Justification Report, and on 29 September 2010 submitted them to 
VATESI. VATESI examined the submitted documents and approved them on 4 
october 2010. 

The main decommissioning works of finally shut-down Unit 2
The highest possible level of safety has to be assured throughout all stages of the 
lifetime of a nuclear power plant – starting from the evaluation of the construc-
tion site and preparation of the design and finishing with its decommissioning. 

To assure an acceptable level of safety during decommissioning of on 31 De-
cember 2009 finally shut-down Ignalina NPP Unit 2 in removing the nucle-
ar fuel from the reactor core and later – from the spent nuclear fuel storage 
pools, the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant prepared the project 
for decommissioning of Unit 2 and its safety justification (the Safety Justifica-
tion Report). These documents describe and justify the configuration of the 
systems and equipment in the finally shut-down unit, i.e. at what parameters 
and which systems and equipment will be further operated (including their 
maintenance) in order to support and appropriately control the reactor’s sub-
criticality, its cooling and containment of radioactive materials, as well as what 
systems that are not involved in the safety-related functions could be isolated 
(and subsequently dismantled) at this stage of decommissioning, and whether 
any adjustments (modifications) will be necessary. After the fuel is removed 
from the reactor core, it will be possible to start decontamination of the main 
circulation circuit and fuel reloading machine along with the fuel retrieval from 
the spent nuclear fuel storage pools and its transportation to the presently be-
ing constructed spent nuclear fuel facility (B1 project). After the completion of 
these works, it will be possible to decontaminate and dismantle the remaining 
systems and equipment.  
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VATESI specialists with the assistance of Lithuanian and foreign countries’ ex-
perts reviewed and evaluated the project for decommissioning of Unit 2 and 
its safety justification, and on 8 April 2010 provided their comments. Upon hav-
ing analyzed the responses provided by Ignalina NPP, on 30 June-1 July VATESI 
arranged a meeting to discuss these issues. After the meeting, Ignalina NPP 
revised the decommissioning project of Ignalina NPP Unit 2 and its safety justi-
fication and on 2 August 2010 submitted them to VATESI. VATESI examined the 
submitted documents and approved them on 3 September 2010.

Measures for assuring nuclear safety

Assurance of safety of the Ignalina NPP 2nd nuclear reactor and spent 
nuclear fuel storage pools of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 and Unit 2
At the end of 2009, the removal of nuclear fuel from the reactor core of Ignalina 
NPP Unit 1 into the spent nuclear fuel storage pools was completed. 

At the end of 2009, the reactor of Ignalina NPP Unit 2 was finally shut-down. 
After the shut-down, 11 fuel assemblies were removed from the reactor core 
due to various reasons, and, to assure a sufficient level of sub-criticality, 6 fuel 
assemblies were replaced by additional neutron absorbers. As of late 2010, the 
reactor core contained 1634 spent nuclear fuel assemblies. Nuclear fuel will be 
stored in this Unit until sufficient space is provided in the spent nuclear fuel 
storage pools. 

At the end of 2010, Ignalina NPP worked out the program and safety justifica-
tion report for 500 assemblies of spent fuel removal from the reactor to the 
spent nuclear fuel storage pools, and submitted these documents for review 
and approval by VATESI. The inspectorate provided their comments on the 
submitted documents.

The safety of the fuel assemblies loaded into the spent nuclear fuel storage 
pools is assured by storing them in accordance with the methods set forth 
in the NPP design, by maintaining the required cooling and chemical regime. 
When the operation of the new SNF storage facility of dry type is started, the 
fuel assemblies will be removed from the pools, placed into special containers 
and delivered for their storage in this storage facility.
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In 2010, the specialists of the Safety Analysis Division of VATESI Nuclear Safety 
Department conducted inspection on the control of safety-related character-
istics of the reactor and the implementation of the modifications related to the 
control of the reactor core. It was found that the characteristics of Ignalina NPP 
Unit 2 are registered in accordance with the valid Ignalina NPP regulations and 
the requirements of the normative documents. No deviations in the character-
istics from the set limits were found. 

Assurance of structural integrity of the cooling circuit of the nuclear 
reactor of Ignalina NPP Unit 2 and  fuel storage pools of Ignalina NPP 
Unit 1 and Unit 2
The State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant exercises control over the 
structural integrity of the pipelines, equipment and technological channels 
by the existing preventive measures (by monitoring the level of water in the 
drum-type steam separators, conducting visual inspections, etc.). Presently this 
structural integrity is up to standard. 

In addition to these measures, Ignalina NPP has to undertake additional mea-
sures in order to identify in advance the potential defects that might result 
in the leakage of the coolant. The primary principle of safety assurance is the 
early prevention of possible failures. Due to the final shut-down of Ignalina 
NPP Unit 2 at the beginning of January, the current operating conditions of 
the pipelines, technological channels and equipment (at present the water 
temperature in the circuit is ~37oC, as compared with 285oC during operation 
of the power unit, pressure ~ 0,3MPa, during operation of the power unit it 
was ~8,6MPa) and the environment, in which they are operated, became more 
moderate. Ignalina NPP updated and submitted for review and approval by 
VATESI the revised documents related to the assurance of structural integrity 
of the reactor’s cooling circuit as well as the regulations for control over the 
condition of the metal parts of the pipelines and safety-related systems, regu-
lations for the technological channels, as well as their safety justifications. After 
the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant revised these documents with 
regard to the comments of VATESI specialists, the regulations were approved. 
However, in 2010 the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant encountered 
difficulties – in 2010, the financing model of Ignalina NPP was fundamentally 
changed, and the preparation, review and approval of the technical specifica-
tions for the procurement procedures was delayed, hence the agreement with 
the supplier of the services of the metal parts’ operational control has not been 
signed yet. It is expected that the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant 
will manage to overcome these difficulties in the first half of 2011. Then the 
works will be started, and VATESI in its own turn will further supervise the as-
surance of the Ignalina NPP safety at all stages.  
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To verify how the structural integrity of the reactor’s cooling circuit and the SNF 
storage pools is maintained by Ignalina NPP, VATESI specialists conduct regular 
inspections. In 2010, three inspections were conducted, during the inspections 
it was verified how Ignalina NPP:

 Performed maintenance of the finally shut-down Units 1 and 2, and assured   
management of the equipment ageing;

 operated and performed maintenance of the cooling systems of the SNF 
storage pools;

 Assured the preparedness of the reactor’s emergency cooling system to 
perform its functions.

During these inspections, no non-compliances with the nuclear safety require-
ments, regulations or other legal acts that could result in the infringement of 
the safe operation limits and/or conditions were established. For the elimina-
tion of other shortcomings, the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant 
has projected the relevant rectifying measures the implementation thereof 
will be supervised by analyzing the submitted documents and by performing 
inspections and technical checks.

Maintenance of safety-related systems, management of their 
ageing and other safety upgrading and assurance measures 

Assurance of functionality of the accident confinement system
The accident confinement system (the “ACS”) is assigned to the safety-related 
systems and performs the following functions: 

 During operation of a power unit – the confinement of radioactive products 
in the leak proof chambers when the steam is supplied to the ACS from the 
over-pressure protection system of the main circulation circuit for the relea-
se of steam from the high-speed reduction equipment into the ACS under 
normal circulation mode during the release of the residual heat.

 During design-basis accidents with the loss of coolant – the confinement of 
radioactive products in the leak proof chambers in the case of occurrence 
of any initiating event prescribed by the design basis and demanding to 
launch the ACS.

In 2009, during the last scheduled routine maintenance, in line with the nucle-
ar safety requirements the Ignalina NPP Commission performed the leakage 
tests of the ACS of Ignalina NPP Unit 2, which confirmed that that the tight-
ness of the ACS at Ignalina NPP complies with the safety levels set forth in the 
Ignalina NPP design-basis. The results of the tightness tests were submitted for 
the analysis by VATESI which confirmed that the ACS complies with the Safety 
Requirements for the Accident Confinement System.  Whereas on 31 Decem-
ber 2009, Ignalina NPP Unit 2 was finally shut down, in 2010 the ACS was kept 
in reserve and its leakage tests were not performed, and Ignalina NPP special-
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ists carried out maintenance of the ACS in line with the requirements for the 
decommissioning project and its safety justification. The specialists of Ignalina 
NPP conducted monitoring of the water level in the condensation plates and 
hot condensate chambers and of the water temperature. This assured the op-
erability of the system.

In 2010, the decontamination liquid which was released from the ACS during 
the decontamination of the main cooling circuit was held back and collected 
in the special chambers, as it is set in the decommissioning project. During this 
event the ACS was launched into operation and performed the assigned safety 
assurance functions.

Monitoring, control and protection systems
After the final shut-down of Ignalina NPP Unit 2 at the end of 2009, the pe-
culiarities of operation of the monitoring, control and protection systems 
changed, because from the stage of the operating NPP a move to the stage 
of decommissioning was made, during which the spent nuclear fuel will be 
removed from the reactor core, and later – from the spent fuel storage pools 
as well. Therefore the configuration of the systems, margins and settings of the 
technological parameters, the conditions of their operation and maintenance 
significantly changed. The Technological Regulations of Ignalina NPP were re-
vised and agreed with VATESI, the operating instructions for monitoring, con-
trol and protection systems were being adjusted as well.  Whereas in 2010 both 
units of Ignalina NPP were finally shut down, the safety class of a certain group 
of the nuclear power plant’s systems and components had to be adjusted as 
well, therefore in 2010 VATESI specialists were examining the updated lists of 
the safety-related equipment supervised by the respective division of Ignalina 
NPP. This work will be continued in 2011. Besides, during the inspection con-
ducted in 2010 the condition of the mentioned systems and the operation 
procedures were examined. No non-compliances were found. 

Maintenance of safety-related systems
In 2010, the Technological Regulations of Ignalina NPP Units 1 and 2 were 
revised. The necessity to make the revision resulted from the fundamentally 
changed operation conditions of the power units. There is no fuel in the re-
actor of Unit 1:  all fuel had been already removed from the reactor core and 
was loaded into the fuel storage pools. The reactor of Unit 2 will never again 
be launched into operation and it has entered the phase of fuel removal. Af-
ter such changes, together with the Technological Regulations, the List of the 
Safety-Related Systems had to be revised as well, because a part of the de-
signed systems became redundant. This assignment was also completed in 
2010. on 6 April VATESI approved the Technological Regulations for Unit 1. on 
29 october VATESI approved the Technological Regulations for Unit 2 together 
with the List of the Safety-Related Systems. In line with the previously validated 
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yearly plan of inspections and by performing everyday activities, all safety-re-
lated systems at Ignalina NPP were verified. No con-compliances that would 
prevent the safety systems from performing their functions were established. 
All verifications were documented.

Ageing management of safety-related systems and maintaining their 
qualified condition  

Ageing management  of safety-related structures, systems and components
In the course of operation of Ignalina NPP, due to the impacts of temperature, 
pressure, radiation and other operational factors, physical-chemical alterations 
have been continuously occurring in the safety-related systems and compo-
nents; this process is characterized as the ageing of constructional and func-
tional properties of the plant. The process that causes changes in the structure 
of materials and deterioration of their properties due to the processes occur-
ring in these materials is called ageing.   

In 2010, after the final shut-down of the Ignalina NPP, according to the program 
for the ageing managment of elements and systems, the Plan of Measures to be 
taken for the ageing managment of elements and systems after the final shut-down 
of Ignalina NPP was worked out and approved. In accordance with the Plan of 
Measures, all documentation on the ageing management was reviewed and 
updated, including the ageing management program, ageing management 
methods, collection and storage of data required for the ageing managment 
and assessing  the efficiency of the ageing managment, the methodology for 
evaluation of the technical conditions and the remaining life time, the list of 
Ignalina NPP safety-related systems and elements with the mandatory ageing 
management, other documents.   

In June 2010, the inspection to verify the maintenance and ageing manage-
ment of the finally shut-down Ignalina NPP Units 1 and 2 was conducted. Dur-
ing the inspection it was verified how Ignalina NPP, acting in line with the set 
requirements, was performing the process of the ageing management of the 
safety-related structures, systems and components of the shut-down power 
units by using organizational and technical measures in order to timely identify 
degradation in the condition of the elements to forecastpossible deterioration 
in their condition and anticipate the the time when the condition of the rele-
vant component would fail to satisfy the set safety requirements of the nuclear 
facility. No non-compliances that could impact nuclear safety were established 
during the inspection.
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Maintaining the qualified condition of safety-related systems
The qualification of the safety-related systems (SRS) is a set of actions aimed to 
justify the capability of the systems and elements to perform the given func-
tions during their lifetime under the designed operating conditions. Although 
Ignalina NPP is no longer operated, the qualification of the SRS and elements 
has to be performed as before the shut-down and the qualified condition of 
the equipment has to be maintained to assure performance of the relevant 
functions of the equipment. 

In 2010, VATESI specialists supervised how Ignalina NPP performed the works 
for maintaining the qualified condition of the systems. The most important 
among these is to conduct proper maintenance. Both the condition of the sys-
tems and the examined reports allowed drawing a conclusion that the works 
for maintaining the qualified condition of the systems were properly planned 
and performed.

Safety improvement measures
Safety upgrading of Ignalina NPP is the main task and an uninterrupted process, 
therefore the safety improvement works of Ignalina NPP are carried out on a 
permanent basis with an aim to continuously improve the safety of Units 1 and 
2 by upgrading the safety-related systems and procedures with regard to the 
operational experience of Ignalina NPP and organizations of foreign countries. 
Works in this area have been done in accordance with a special Ignalina NPP 
Safety Improvement Program (SIP) coordinated with VATESI.

To make sure that the safety upgrading measures are implemented on time 
and with adequate quality, VATESI has been supervising the implementation of 
the Safety Improvement Program by Ignalina NPP. Ignalina NPP, having imple-
mented a SIP measure, informs VATESI about it and submits the documents 
to confirm the implementation. In 2010, the issues of the implementation of 
the safety improvement measures were analyzed during the joint meetings of 
VATESI and Ignalina NPP managers and specialists.

Regardless of the fact that Ignalina NPP Unit 2 was finally shut down on 31st of 
December 2009, Ignalina NPP has been further implementing the SIP measures. 

Six safety improvement measures were included in the Safety Improvement 
Program SIP-3/2010, two of them were to be implemented in 2010, 1 measure 
will be accomplished by 2012 and 3 measures are being implemented on a 
permanent basis.

In 2010, VATESI specialists supervised the works undertaken for implementing 
the following measures: conservation of the fully loaded compartments of the 
solid radioactive waste storage facility (building 157/1), safety assessment of 
converting the existing bitumized radioactive waste storage facility (building 
158) into the radioactive waste repository, defining the seismic category of 
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buildings 159B and 151. In addition to that, in 2010, VATESI specialists super-
vised the works undertaken under the measures implemented on a perma-
nent basis: the measures for reducing the frequency of individual exposure 
to radiation dose (the implementation of the ALARA principle), managing the 
ageing of the safety-related systems and supporting the qualified condition of 
safety-related systems. All measures are being implemented. After the assess-
ment of Ignalina NPP safety improvement program implementation results, 
the safety level of Ignalina NPP in 2010 was evaluated as being acceptable. The 
safety improvement works will be also continued in 2011.

Analysis of design-basis and beyond-design-basis accidents and their 
management
In accordance with the nuclear safety requirements, the safety assessment of 
the nuclear facility has to be carried out to justify its safety. one of the funda-
mental constituent parts of the safety assessment is the deterministic safety 
analysis. The deterministic safety analysis (DSA) is an engineering and research 
study whereby the analyses of neutronic, thermal hydraulic, structural integri-
ty, fire hazard and radiological aspects of safety-related constructions, systems 
and components of a nuclear power plant are conducted by applying verified 
and validated computer codes. According to the results of the calculations of 
the deterministic safety analysis, the efficiency of prevention of design-basis 
and beyond-design-basis accidents and technical and organizational mea-
sures for mitigation of their effects are assessed. In the case of breach of the 
physical barriers of the nuclear facility and possible emission of radionuclides 
into the atmosphere, the method of deterministic calculations is used to deter-
mine whether the risks posed to the environment and people do not exceed 
the permissible limits. 

In 2010, VATESI specialists were analyzing the safety justifications submitted by 
the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant that had been prepared within 
the scope of various decommissioning projects, assessed the results of the anal-
ysis of the design-basis and beyond-design-basis accidents and the descriptions 
of the procedures for management of these accidents, supervised compliance 
with the set requirements, and timely preparation and implementation of the 
corrective measures. The documents justifying the safety of decontamination 
and dismantling of the turbine hall equipment of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 (B9-1 
project), solid radioactive waste storage and management facility (B2 project), 
short-lived very low level radioactive waste storage facility (B19-1 project) and 
repository (B19-2 project), decontamination of main cooling circuit of Ignalina 
NPP Unit 1 (B12 project) were reviewed,  the reports on typical for these nuclear 
installations design-basis and beyond-design-basis accidents and the descrip-
tions of the procedures for management of such accidents were assessed. Ig-
nalina NPP rectified the established non-compliances in the safety analysis re-
ports of the mentioned projects in line with the comments provided by VATESI.
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In 2010, VATESI specialists examined and provided their comments on the 
documents of the Emergency Preparedness Plan of the State Company Ignalina 
Nuclear Power Plant, related to the evaluation of radiological consequences 
foreseen in the scenarios of beyond-design-basis accidents (e.g. Complete loss 
of power supply for auxiliary consumption of  Ignalina NPP Unit, Accident in the 
spent nuclear fuel pools due to uncompensated loss of water, Accident in the spent 
nuclear fuel pools when the heat releasing assemblies hit the bottom of the pool 
resulting in formation of self-criticality, and External Events). Ignalina NPP, with 
regard to the VATESI comments, made additional calculations of radiological 
consequences and respectively adjusted the documents of emergency pre-
paredness.  

In accordance with the results of the inspection Verification of prevention and 
management process of the design-basis and beyond-design-basis accidents in 
the spent nuclear fuel pools conducted in December 2009, in 2010 Ignalina NPP 
worked out the plan for the elimination of non-compliances and violations. 
In line with this plan, Ignalina NPP modified the manuals for management of 
beyond-design-basis accidents. The strategy, which will be implemented in 
managing very unlikely beyond-design-basis accidents related to the forma-
tion of self-criticality in the spent nuclear fuel pools of Ignalina NPP Unit 1 (e.g. 
in the case of dropping heavy-weight equipment into the pool or the earth-
quake) and mitigating the effects of these accidents, was set in the modified 
manuals for management of beyond-design-basis accidents. VATESI specialists 
reviewed and evaluated the modified manuals for management of beyond-
design-basis accidents of the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant and 
obligated the company till 1 April 2011 to perform the detailed assessment and 
safety justification of the physical and chemical processes that might occur in 
the spent nuclear fuel pools while implementing the strategy for management 
of beyond-design basis accidents, and to prepare a special supporting proce-
dure which would contain a detailed description of the actions to be taken by 
Ignalina NPP employees in implementing this strategy. In relation to that, the 
inspection planned in 2010 Verification of Accident Management Processes at 
the State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant was postponed till 2011, when 
Ignalina NPP will have completed the planned elaboration of the documents 
for management of beyond-design-basis accidents and these documents will 
have been reviewed by VATESI. 

By getting ready for the construction of the new nuclear power plant in Lithu-
ania, in 2009 VATESI specialists drafted a new legal act the Requirements for 
the Deterministic Safety Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants. The requirements were 
prepared in line with the regulatory documents on nuclear safety and radiation 
protection valid in Lithuania, the recommendations of the Western European 
Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) and the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) as well as the best practices of other countries (e.g. with regard 
to the requirements set by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for 
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new nuclear power plants, the results of Generic Design Assessment process 
of new nuclear power plants conducted by the UK Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE), the experience gained by Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Fin-
land (STUK) in licensing the new nuclear power plant). These requirements set 
forth the goals and objectives of the deterministic safety analysis, postulated 
initiating events and their classification, technical acceptability criteria, require-
ments for the methods of the analysis, data and assumptions, the requirements 
for software and numerical evaluation models, documenting the results, qual-
ity assurance, independent approval and update of documents. When these 
requirements are agreed and approved, they will become obligatory to the ap-
plicant or the licensee in preparing the nuclear safety and radiation protection 
justification documents in the designing, construction, operation, decommis-
sioning stages of the new nuclear power plant in accordance with the proce-
dure set forth by the laws or other legal acts. These requirements together with 
other mandatory technical documents will set forth the system of the state 
safety regulation and supervision of nuclear facilities in Lithuania.

Probabilistic safety analysis
The probabilistic safety analysis (hereinafter – the “PSA”) applied in the stages 
of design and operation of a nuclear power plant enables to establish whether 
the risk posed by the NPP is as low as reasonably achievable by using the re-
spective safety measures and whether these measures are economically jus-
tified. The application of the PSA also enables to identify the deficiencies in 
the NPP design, NPP operation procedures and to project their improvements 
(organizational and technical measures) to be taken in order to avoid severe 
accidents or to mitigate the effects thereof. 

In 2010, the project for applying the Ignalina NPP probabilistic safety analysis 
model in VATESI activities was completed. The objective of the project was to 
apply the existing PSA model of Ignalina NPP in the analysis of unusual events. 
In cooperation with the Technical Support organizations (TSo), VATESI pro-
cured the software RiskSpectrum RiskWatcher, which is usually used for risk 
monitoring and is designated to monitor the dynamics of risks during the NPP 
operation, to model the scenarios of anticipated events and to plan mainte-
nance and testing of the NPP depending on the dynamics of risks. The system 
of analysis of unusual events, which was developed in the course of operation, 
enables to assess the risks posed by unusual events and to analyze specific 
configurations of the NPP systems.

In 2010, the IAEA workshop on Framework and Techniques for PSA Applications 
and Risk-Informed Decision Making (RIDM) was arranged in Kaunas. During the 
workshop, the PSA experts shared their experience on the PSA application in 
various countries in making safety-related decisions. The results of the work-
shop were summarized and will become a part of the document Integrated 
Risk-Informed Decision Making which is being prepared by the IAEA. The knowl-
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edge acquired at the workshop will be useful for the specialists of Lithuania in 
supervising the safety of Ignalina NPP decommissioning works and in getting 
ready for design and construction of the new nuclear power plant. 

norminiais dokumentais reglamentuos branduolin s energetikos objekt  saugos valstybin  
reguliavim  bei prieži r  Lietuvoje. 

 

Tikimybin  saugos analiz  
Tikimybin s saugos analiz s (toliau – TSA) taikymas AE projektavimo ir AE 

eksploatavimo etapuose leidžia nustatyti, ar AE keliama rizika yra minimali, kiek tai 
manoma pasiekti naudojant atitinkamas saugos priemones ir ar jos yra protingos ekonomine 

prasme. TSA taikymas taip pat padeda nustatyti AE projekto, AE eksploatavimo proced r  
tr kumus bei numatyti patobulinimus (organizacines ir technines priemones), b tinus 
siekiant išvengti sunki j  avarij  arba sušvelninti j  padarinius. 

2010 m. baigtas Ignalinos AE tikimybin s saugos analiz s modelio pritaikymo 
VATESI veikloje projektas. Projekto tikslas – pritaikyti turim  Ignalinos AE TSA model  
ne prast  vyki  analizei. Bendradarbiaudama su mokslin s technin s pagalbos 
organizacijomis (MTPO) VATESI sigijo programin  rang  „RiskSpectrum RiskWatcher“, 
kuri paprastai naudojama kaip rizikos monitorius ir yra skirta steb ti rizikos dinamik  AE 
eksploatavimo metu, modeliuoti galimus vyki  scenarijus ir, atsižvelgiant  rizikos 
poky ius, planuoti AE technin  prieži r  ir bandymus. Darbo metu sukurta ne prast  vyki  
analiz s sistema leidžia vertinti ne prast  vyki  keliam  rizik , analizuoti konkre ias AE 
sistem  konfig racijas. 

2010 m. Kaune buvo organizuotas TATENA darbinis seminaras „Tikimybin s saugos 
analiz s taikymas ir sprendim  pri mimas, pagr stas rizikos vertinimu“. Seminaro metu 
TSA specialistai pasidalijo patirtimi, kaip skirtingose šalyse taikoma TSA priimant su sauga 
susijusius sprendimus. Seminaro rezultatai buvo apibendrinti ir taps TATENA rengiamo 
dokumento „Integruotas sprendim  pri mimas, pagr stas rizikos vertinimu“ dalimi. Kurso 
metu sisavintos žinios naudingos m s  šalies specialistams tiek vykdant Ignalinos AE 
eksploatavimo nutraukimo darb  saugos prieži r , tiek rengiantis naujos AE projektavimui 
ir statybai.  

 
2010 m. Kaune vykusio TATENA darbinio seminaro „Tikimybin s saugos analiz s taikymas ir 

sprendim  pri mimas, pagr stas rizikos vertinimu“ dalyviai 
 

Participants of the IAEA workshop Framework and                                                 
Techniques for PSA Applications and RIDM arranged in kaunas in 2010

Fire hazard analysis at nuclear facilities
Fires occurring at nuclear facilities, especially at nuclear power plants, can im-
pact the operation capability of the safety-related systems and cause immense 
unpredictable losses. Therefore the fire hazard analysis (FHA) at these facilities 
is in the focus of attention worldwide. The main objective of this analysis is to 
demonstrate that the locations of the safety-related systems and the existing 
fire safety measures assure nuclear safety and comply with the requirements 
of the national legal framework, the IAEA recommendations and the best prac-
tice of other countries.  

The Requirements on Fire Safety in Safety-Related Systems at Nuclear Facilities ap-
proved by order No.42 of VATESI Head as of 11 october 2002 prescribe that the 
fire hazard analysis has to cover the following stages:

 Identification and classification of fire risks zones;

 Identification of the safety-related systems in fire risks zones;

 Defining potential fire sources and level of fire risks, assessment of potential 
fire distribution and expected impact on the operation capability of the sa-
fety-related systems; 

 Defining the required flame resistance of fire walls in fire risk zones;

 Setting necessary measures for fire detection and extinction, verification of 
operation capability of fire detection and extinction systems;

 Analysis of radiation effects caused by fire.

In 2010, VATESI analyzed and provided comments on the fire hazard analyses 
(FHA) reports for the  very low level radioactive waste storage facility (B19-1) 
and disposal facility modules, waste retrieval from buildings 155-155/1, 157-
157/1, and the sorting and storage facility of very low activity radioactive waste 
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(B2 project, parts 1, 2). Based on the FHA results, the shortcomings in fire safety 
of these planned to be constructed nuclear facilities were identified and the 
rectifying measures were worked out.  Whereas in 2011 Ignalina NPP is plan-
ning to launch into operation new nuclear facilities and to perform the disman-
tling works of Ignalina NPP equipment, VATESI, upon having analyzed Ignalina 
NPP’s FHA, provided comments on fire safety assurance by providing sufficient 
measures and resources. Ignalina NPP specialists took into consideration the 
comments provided by VATESI and submitted the justifying information that 
fire safety at Ignalina NPP is directly exercised by the Fire and Rescue Service 
for the Protection of Visaginas City (VFRS) located in close vicinity to Ignalina 
NPP. Till the end of 2009, VFRS was financed in accordance with the Agreement 
concluded between Ignalina NPP and VFRS. After Unit 2 was shut down on 
31 December 2009, Ignalina NPP had no financial resources for this purpose; 
therefore in 2010 the funds for maintaining the Fire and Rescue Service for the 
Protection of Visaginas City were allocated from the Ignalina NPP Decommis-
sioning Fund.

Fire safety at Ignalina NPP Unit 1 and Unit 2 is implemented either by automat-
ed and/or manual means. one of the most effective means of fire safety means 
is an automated fire safety system designed to detect, liquidate fires and to 
mitigate their effects.  The automated fire safety systems that are completely 
autonomous in each of the Units consist of:

 Automated fire extinction system;

 Automated system of fire alarms;

 Fire confinement, smoke removal and air overpressure generating systems.

In 2010, VATESI specialists conducted the inspection at Ignalina NPP; during 
the inspection they verified whether maintenance of the automated fire ex-
tinction system at Ignalina NPP, preparedness of the system to perform its 
functions, performance of works and documentation of their results were up 
to standard (the records of the complex tests of the  automated fire extinc-
tion system in Unit 1 performed by Ignalina NPP employees were examined), 
whether Ignalina NPP conducted fire hazard analysis in accordance with the 
fire safety requirements for the safety-related systems (P-2002-01), the equip-
ment and premises were inspected, maintenance and operation documents 
were examined. It was also inspected whether the Technical Fire Safety Com-
mission was set at Ignalina NPP. on the basis of the documents submitted by 
Ignalina NPP it was established that the list of the commission members was 
approved in March 2010. During the inspection, the issues analyzed during the 
Commission’s meeting held on 20/04/2010 were examined. VATESI prepared 
the inspection report with comments and proposals for upgrading this activ-
ity, and submitted it to the inspected organization.
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Operational experience feedback
To improve nuclear safety at Ignalina NPP, to prevent possible accidents and 
safety- significant events, it is necessary to analyze its own operational experi-
ence and that of other organizations. 

operational experience covers information about events, accidents and their 
precursors, defects, near miss events, low level events, their tendencies, weak-
nesses and good practice, reports on analysis of safety performance indicators, 
self-assessment reports (reports of quality assurance audits, reports of indepen-
dent experts and missions, documented good practice, etc.). other information 
which when used can improve the safety of the nuclear facility, may be used as 
well. It includes human activity, organizational and technological issues. 

VATESI has a permanent Commission of Unusual Events and operational Expe-
rience (hereinafter  - the “Commission”), which analyses the reports on unusual 
events at Ignalina NPP, other nuclear facilities in Lithuania and the information 
about unusual events at nuclear power plants worldwide.

In 2010, eleven meetings of the Commission were arranged whereat the re-
ports of unusual events at Ignalina NPP were analyzed along with the unusual 
events that occurred at nuclear power plants of other countries and at other 
nuclear facilities. The results of the analysis performed by the Commission 
members, conclusions and/or recommendations related to the improvement 
of safety and lessons learned in other NF were handed over to Ignalina NPP 
and used for improvement of VATESI regulations. 

The Requirements for Reporting of Events at Nuclear Power Plants (BSR-1.8.1-
2010) were issued and validated by order No. 22.3-60 as of 30 July 2010. They 
set the main event reporting criteria procedure for notification of VATESI, types 
and content of the event reports.  Ignalina NPP worked out and agreed with 
VATESI the plan of measures that have to be taken in reaching compliance with 
the new VATESI requirements. In 2010, VATESI supervised the implementation 
of the measures of the mentioned plan. 

In 2010, one reportable event occurred at Ignalina NPP. on 5 october in Unit 1 
of Ignalina NPP, while performing the decontamination of the internal surfaces 
of the blowdown, cooling and treatment systems of the main circulation circuit, 
leakage occurred in one of the components during which the decontamina-
tion leach leaked outside the circuit boundaries. During the event, the level of 
irradiation of the personnel and the premises did not exceed the set permis-
sible levels, no chemical reagents or substances contaminated with radioactive 
nuclides penetrated outside the controlled area. The event was rated as level 0 
on the International Nuclear Events Scale (INES).  VATESI performed a thorough 
analysis of the documents submitted by Ignalina NPP that were related to the 
mentioned event. After the event all decontamination works were terminated. 
To avoid re-occurrence of similar events both in Unit 1 and Unit 2, it will be al-
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lowed to perform the decontamination works of the internal surfaces of the 
blowdown, cooling and treatment systems of the main circulation circuit only 
after the implementation of the relevant corrective measures. 

 

Distribution of reportable events at Ignalina NPP in 2000–2010

With an aim to assess how the operational experience is used by the NF licens-
ee, in 2010 VATESI conducted two inspections. on 16 November 2010, VATESI 
conducted a special inspection at Ignalina NPP during which it was inspected 
whether the system of Ignalina NPP operational experience feedback complies 
with the requirements set by VATESI and the procedures of Ignalina NPP. The 
attention was focused on the implementation of the new safety performance 
indicators system. The new safety performance indicators system will be used 
for safety assessment during decommissioning of Ignalina NPP. No violations 
or non-compliances were identified during the inspection. 

The second inspection was conducted at the RATA on 29 April 2010. During the 
inspection it was examined how the operational experience of other countries 
is used by the RATA in performing supervision and safety upgrading works at 
Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Repository. No violations were established dur-
ing the inspection, however some non-compliances were identified for the 
elimination of which the RATA prepared and agreed with VATESI a plan of cor-
rective measures.

Training and qualification assessment of Ignalina NPP employees
Training and qualification assessment of employees are considered to be the 
most important elements in assuring nuclear safety. The General Require-
ments for Personnel Management in the organizations operating Nuclear Fa-
cilities and Enterprises Rendering Services to Them (VD-E-11-2001), approved 
by VATESI, provide that the operating organization is obligated to develop the 
system of the introductory and continuous training and to set the require-
ments for the qualification and competencies of the employees. In 2010, like 
every year, the system was supervised, i.e. the specialists of the Surveillance 
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Division of VATESI Nuclear Safety Department were involved in the work of 
Ignalina NPP commissions for the assessment of the competences of Ignalina 
NPP managers and specialists (in 2010 the competences of eight higher and 
medium level Ignalina NPP specialists were assessed), coordinated the training 
programs, exam papers and other documents related to the competences of 
the employees. In addition to that, one regular inspection was conducted in 
2010 to inspect the control room personnel (operators) training arrangements 
at the Ignalina NPP Training Centre. With regard to the results of the conduct-
ed inspection and reviewed documents, it can be stated that the personnel 
training system at Ignalina NPP complies with the nuclear safety requirements. 
Moreover, VATESI examined and evaluated the measures for the employees’ 
qualification improvement deemed necessary in safety assurance during Ig-
nalina NPP decommissioning process. 

With an aim to further improve the system of nuclear safety requirements in ac-
cordance with the IAEA safety standards and the good practice of other coun-
tries, the requirements related to the training and qualification assessment of 
employees in the field of nuclear energy were reviewed in 2010. It is being 
planned to issue the nuclear safety requirements Management of Personnel in 
the organizations Performing Licensed Activity in the field of Nuclear Energy 
that will replace the General Requirements for Personnel Management in the 
organizations operating Nuclear Facilities and Enterprises Rendering Services 
to Them approved by VATESI in 2001. 

Ignalina NPP management system and its improvement measures  
With an aim to meet the requirements of the IAEA standards and Western 
European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) reference levels for the 
advanced management systems of the nuclear facility, as well as taking into 
account the contemporary good practices, the nuclear safety requirements 
BSR-1.4.1-2010 Requirements for the Management System (hereinafter – the 
“Requirements”) were prepared and approved by order No. 22.3-56 as of 21 
June 2010 of VATESI Head.   

By implementing the above mentioned order of VATESI Head, in 2010 Ignalina 
NPP performed the assessment of compliance of its management system with 
the new Requirements. Some non-compliances were identified during this as-
sessment for the elimination thereof Ignalina NPP drew up the plan of correc-
tive measures and in 2010 agreed the plan with VATESI. The plan comprises 54 
measures for reaching compliance with the Requirements. In 2010, VATESI was 
supervising the implementation of the plan of measures. 
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VATESI ir Ignalinos AE specialist  pasitarimas d l Vadybos sistem  reikalavim  
projekto nuostat  gyvendinimo 

 
Galutinai sustabdžius Ignalinos AE antr j  blok , 2010 m. Ignalinos AE veikla 

visiškai per jo  kit  – eksploatavimo užbaigimo ir  nutraukimo etap , tod l Ignalinos AE 
organizacin  strukt r  buvo b tina pritaikyti naujoms veiklos s lygoms. Tuo tikslu 
Ignalinos AE pareng  ir pateik  VATESI perži rai naujos organizacin s strukt ros aprašym  
ir saugos ataskait , pagrindžian i  šios modifikacijos atitikim  branduolin s saugos 
užtikrinimo reikalavimams. VATESI taip pat vertino su organizacin s strukt ros pakeitimu 
susijusius dokumentus: naujas Ignalinos AE darbuotoj  pareigybines instrukcijas, 
organizacijos strukt ros nauj  padalini  nuostatus bei proced ras. Atsižvelgusi  
nagrin jimo rezultatus bei Ignalinos AE priemoni  plan , užtikrinant  skland  ir neigiamo 
poveikio saugai neturint  per jim  prie naujosios Ignalinos AE organizacin s strukt ros, 
2010 met  pradžioje VATESI pri m  sprendim  suderinti Ignalinos AE organizacin s 
strukt ros modifikacij . 

2010 m. gruodžio 9 d. VATESI atliko Ignalinos AE organizacin s strukt ros 
modifikacijos vykdymo patikrinim . Planin s inspekcijos metu pažeidim  nustatyta nebuvo. 
Inspekcijos metu konstatuota, kad didžioji dalis darb , susijusi  su Ignalinos AE 
organizacin s strukt ros modifikacija, yra atlikta.  

Saugos kult ra – neatskiriama vadybos sistemos dalis. Vadovaujantis vadybos 
sistemos reikalavimais, b tina sistemingai vertinti ir nuosekliai pl toti organizacijos saugos 
kult r . Saugos kult ros kiekybiniam vertinimui Ignalinos AE yra naudojama saugos 
kult ros rodikli  sistema. Saugos kult ros rodikli  duomenys leidžia vertinti darbuotoj  
kvalifikacijos, audit  rezultat  gyvendinimo, inspekcij  rezultat  gyvendinimo ir kitas 
tendencijas. 2010 m. VATESI atliko ne tik saugos kult ros rodikli  rezultat  tendencij  
vertinim , bet taip pat skatino Ignalinos AE pl toti ir gerinti saugos kult r  organizacin je 
srityje: teik  pastabas Ignalinos AE saugos kult ros sivertinimo metodikai, suderino nauj  
Ignalinos AE saugos kult ros pl tros priemoni  plan  2010 metams bei vykd  jame 
numatyt  priemoni  gyvendinimo prieži r .   

The meeting of vATESI and Ignalina NPP specialists for implementing the 
provisions of the draft Management System Requirements

After the final shut-down of Ignalina NPP Unit 2, in 2010 Ignalina NPP activi-
ties passed to another stage – termination of operation and decommissioning, 
therefore it was necessary to adapt the organizational structure of Ignalina NPP 
to the new operating conditions. For this purpose Ignalina NPP prepared and 
submitted for VATESI review the description of the new organizational struc-
ture and its safety justification report substantiating the compliance of this 
modification with the requirements for the assurance of nuclear safety. VATESI 
also reviewed the documents related to the adjustment of the organizational 
structure: new job instructions of Ignalina NPP employees, regulations and 
procedures of new divisions of the organizational structure. At the beginning 
of 2010, with regard to the results of this examination and the Ignalina NPP 
plan of measures assuring fluent transition to the new organizational structure 
at Ignalina NPP that would cause no negative impact to safety, VATESI resolved 
to approve the modification of Ignalina NPP organizational structure.  

on 9 December 2010, VATESI inspected the implementation of the modifica-
tion of the Ignalina NPP organizational structure. No violations were found 
during the inspection. During the inspection it was stated that the major part 
of the activities related to the modification of the Ignalina NPP organizational 
structure were completed. 

Safety culture is an integral part of the management system. In accordance 
with the requirements for the management system, the safety culture of the 
organization has to be systematically assessed and sustainably developed. For 
the quantitative assessment of the safety culture at Ignalina NPP, the system 
of the safety culture indicators is used. The data of the safety culture indicators 
enable to evaluate the tendencies in implementing the corrective actions of 
audits and inspections, the employees’ qualification and other.  In 2010, VATESI 
not only performed the assessment of the tendencies in the results of the safety 
culture indicators but also induced Ignalina NPP to develop the safety culture 
in the organizational matters: provided comments to Ignalina NPP on the self-
assessment methodology of the safety culture, approved the new Ignalina NPP 
plan of measures for the development of the safety culture for the year 2010 
and supervised the accomplishment of the measures provided in this plan. 
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Management of nuclear fuel and 
radioactive waste 

Management of nuclear fuel at Ignalina NPP
In the first quarter of 2010, the last six containers of 
CoNSToR RBMK-1500 type with the spent nuclear 
fuel were placed for storage in the interim dry type 
storage facility of spent nuclear fuel operated in the 
territory of Ignalina NPP (192 building). At present 
the mentioned storage facility is almost loaded; it 
contains 118 containers with the spent nuclear fuel 
that have been delivered to and are stored in this 
storage facility (20 containers of CASToR RBMK type 
and 98 of CoNSToR RBMK-1500 type) with 51 spent 
nuclear fuel assemblies releasing heat in each of 

them. Totally there are 6018 spent nuclear fuel assemblies stored in this stor-
age facility. The initial enrichment of all spent nuclear fuel stored in this facility 
is 2% 235U.

At the operated spent nuclear fuel facility, the stored containers are supervised 
and their periodic checks are performed in accordance with the procedures 
approved by Ignalina NPP. Ignalina NPP, in line with the nuclear safety require-
ments BSR3.1.1-2010 General Requirements for the Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage 
Facility of Dry Type approved by order No. 22.3-59 as of 21 July 2010 of VATESI 
Head, periodically submitted reports to VATESI about the ongoing supervision 
of the storage facility, the results thereof and solving the related issues.

In 2010, the construction works of the new spent nuclear fuel storage facil-
ity (hereinafter – the SNF SF) were further continued. In accordance with the 
Agreement concluded by Ignalina NPP with the Contractor – the German con-
sortium GNS-NUKEM GMBH, the construction works were performed by the 
Lithuanian subcontractors – Ranga IV UAB, and since July 2010 – by Vetrūna 
UAB. In accordance with the schedules of the construction works submitted 
by the consortium, a consortium member NUKEM Technologies Gmbh is go-
ing to complete the construction works of the SNF SF in the first quarter of 
2011. Another member of the consortium – GNS Gmbh organized the manu-
facturing of the spent nuclear management equipment for the SNF SF and 
new containers of the CoNSToR RBMK1500/M2 type. Presently by the order 
of the German company GNS Gmbh these containers are being manufactured 
by its subcontractor, the division of Hertel consortium – MAG Grimma factory. 
At the end of 2010, in the above mentioned factory 75 CoNSToR RBMK1500/
M2 type containers were manufactured, which at present are being stored and 
supervised in the territory of the factory. It is being planned to manufacture 
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and install the spent nuclear fuel management equipment in the Ignalina NPP 
SNF SF till the third quarter of 2011.

At the beginning of 2010, VATESI approved the modification of the handling 
equipment of the spent nuclear fuel containers of the CoNSToR RBMK1500/
M2 type in the Ignalina NPP units that is being implemented by Ignalina NPP 
and was supervising its implementation. In accordance with the above men-
tioned modification, the following equipment has to be installed in both pow-
er units of Ignalina NPP: new shock-absorbers accommodating the CoNSToR 
RBMK1500/M2 type containers, a new platform for servicing the containers, 
equipment for handling of the spent nuclear fuel assemblies, as well as the 
constructional modifications of the existing cranes in Ignalina NPP units. In ad-
dition, VATESI examined Ignalina NPP compliance with the conditions of the 
construction licence No. 2/2009, issued on 2 September 2009 for performance 
of the SNF SF construction works that are to be fulfilled till the beginning of the 
SNF SF operation. The conditions stipulated that Ignalina NPP had to prepare 
and to reconcile with VATESI a separate technical design and the safety justifi-
cation for handling of the damaged spent fuel assemblies in the Ignalina NPP, 
in the SNF SF and for their storage. 

In March 2010, VATESI specialists conducted a scheduled inspection of the 
technical supervision of the concrete pouring works of the SNF SF bed plate. 
During the inspection it was checked how the reinforcement of the bed plate 
was installed, how the beams and wall bench marks enabling to measure 
subsidence of the building in the course of construction and operation were 
mounted.  It was also inspected how the lining layer of the bed plate was laid, 
how the protocols on taking concrete samples in the construction site were 
executed, along with the data on the changes in the consistence of the con-
crete, concrete mixture, hardening concrete and the ambient temperature.

In June 2010, VATESI representatives took part in the factory testing of the 
loading of the trunnions of the Ignalina NPP’s container of CoNSToR RBMK 
1500/M2 type, in the review of documentation of 8 new containers and their 
acceptance. The tests on the loading of the trunnions of a randomly chosen 
container were performed by the consortium member GNS Gmbh in the MAG 
GRIMMA plant owned by the company Hertel (Germany). During the verifica-
tion, in accordance with the procedures of the tests being performed, VATESI 
representatives were acquainted with the manufacturing technology of the 
CoNSToR RBMK 1500/M2 type containers, examined the conditions of their 
storage in the temporary storage site, they also took part in the loading tests of 
the container trunnions and their quality control.

In July 2010, VATESI took part in the inspection of the factory tests of the han-
dling equipment of the Ignalina NPP CoNSToR RBMK 1500/M2 type contain-
ers to be used in the power units of Ignalina NPP, and their acceptance. The 
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mentioned tests were carried out by the company GNS Gmbh. During the in-
spection, in line with the procedures of the tests being performed, VATESI rep-
resentatives were acquainted with such technological processes of the han-
dling equipment of CoNSToR RBMK 1500/M2 type containers as their protec-
tive skirt, vacuum drying of the container chamber and its filling with helium, 
use of traverses for lifting the containers and their cover plates in Ignalina NPP 
power units. After the factory tests of the containers’ handling equipment, the 
comments and proposals provided by VATESI and Ignalina NPP for the upgrad-
ing of the use of the mentioned equipment for handling of the spent nuclear 
fuel in Ignalina NPP power units were analyzed with the participation of the 
GNS specialists.   

In September 2010, VATESI approved Ignalina NPP decision to change the regu-
larity of testing the leak tightness of 20 CASToR RBMK type containers stored in 
the territory of Ignalina NPP, in the operated spent nuclear fuel storage facility. 
The leak tightness tests of the mentioned containers in the territory of the stor-
age facility will be conducted every 3 years in accordance with the schedule.

In December 2010, VATESI specialists conducted a special inspection of the 
modification of the spent nuclear fuel handling equipment in Ignalina NPP 
Unit 1. During the inspection they checked the performance of the equipment 
dismantling and mounting works, dismantling and erecting works of struc-
tures, the adjustments of design solutions related to the modification of the 
handling equipment of the protective container of the spent nuclear fuel and 
structures in Ignalina NPP Unit 1. They also examined the plans, schedules and 
designing-manufacturing documents related to the modification of the struc-
tures and equipment. They visited the premises 174, 338/1, 632 of unit 101/1 
A where they visually inspected the dismantled equipment and structures or 
those that are undergoing the dismantling.  

In accordance with the schedules for completion of the works in progress sub-
mitted by the Contractor – the German consortium GNS-NUKEM GMBH, it is 
planned to commission the SNF SF till the end of 2011, and the start-up of its 
operation is scheduled in 2012. All the remaining spent nuclear fuel that has 
accumulated  during  operation of both power units of Ignalina NPP will be 
stored in the CoNSToR RBMK1500/M2 type containers for no less than a fifty-
year period from the date of loading of the last container into the SNF SF. During 
of operation of the SNF SF, 91 spent nuclear fuel assemblies with various level 
of 235U initial enrichment will be loaded into each of the CoNSToR RBMK1500/
M2 type containers. It is planned to store 201 CoNSToR RBMK1500/M2 type 
containers in the storage facility. The SNF SF is constructed in the territory of 
Ignalina NPP, Visaginas municipality.
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Ignalina NPP radioactive waste management facilities
The key principle of radioactive waste management is to manage the radio-
active waste in such a manner that poses no danger to the public and the 
environment, and to avoid imposing undue burdens on future generations. 
Management of solid radioactive waste in Lithuania is carried out in accor-
dance with this principle.  

In accordance with the Radioactive Waste Management Strategy approved 
by the Government in 2008, Ignalina NPP is responsible for implementing a 
new classification system of radioactive waste, and has to install equipment 
for conditioning of radioactive waste, radioactive waste storage facilities and 
repositories of short-lived radioactive waste.  

Considerable amounts of solid radioactive waste have been generated during 
operation of Ignalina NPP. The waste is stored in the buildings located in the 
territory of Ignalina NPP – 155, 155/1, 157 and 157/1. The volumes of solid ra-
dioactive waste accumulated by 2011 are presented in the below Table:

Quantities 
of waste

Group 1
Combustible

Group 1
Incombustible

Group 2
Combustible 

Group 2
Incombustible

Group 3 Total

Accumulated 
as of 1 
January 2011 
(m3)

11 556 8432 2212 2894 856 25 950

Liquid radioactive waste has been also generated at Ignalina NPP. It is evaporat-
ed in special evaporation facilities, and the evaporation residue is bituminized. 
The steam that is generated following the evaporation is filtered through spe-
cial ion exchange and pearlite filters that retain radionuclides. The filters are 
then cemented and stored in building 158/2. 

In 2010, 160 m3 of bituminized waste was loaded into the radioactive waste 
storage facility (building 158). Till 2011, 13 863 m3 of bituminized waste was ac-
cumulated in this storage facility. In 2010, 128.93 m3 of ion exchange resins and 
pearlite was processed in the cementation facility; the total processed quantity 
was 623.37 m3. In 2010, 1346 cemented waste packages (drums) were pro-
duced that are stored in the cemented waste storage facility (building 158/2).  
In all, 6683 cemented waste packages were produced by 2011. 

In accordance with the operational licence conditions of Ignalina NPP Unit 1, 
the operation of solid radioactive waste storage facilities was permitted till 1 
January 2011. With an aim to extend the operation of these storage facilities, 
in September 2009, Ignalina submitted to VATESI the updated safety analysis 
report for buildings 155, 155/1, 157, 157/1 that was reviewed by VATESI with 
the assistance of the experts and then approved in December 2010. VATESI 
adjusted the mentioned conditions of the licence validity by giving consent 
for further operation of the existing storage facilities. 
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To manage solid radioactive waste located at Ignalina NPP in line with the 
most recent requirements, it is necessary to retrieve the waste from the stor-
age facilities, to condition and to prepare the waste for disposal. In November 
2009, Ignalina NPP submitted to VATESI for its review the technical design for 
solid waste retrieval from buildings 155 and 155/1 and for a segragation facil-
ity for the retrieved waste (B2 project, part 1). VATESI analyzed the submitted 
documents and in December 2010 informed Ignalina NPP that they did not 
have any comments on these documents. It is being planned to launch these 
facilities into operation in 2012-2013. 

In July 2010, Ignalina NPP submitted to VATESI for its review the technical de-
sign for retrieval of solid radioactive waste  from buildings 157 and 157/1 (B2 
project, part 2). These documents were reviewed and comments on them 
were provided. 

on 27 August 2009, by order No. 22.3-82 of VATESI Head the licence was issued 
to Ignalina NPP for the construction of the solid radioactive waste manage-
ment facilities. In the solid radioactive waste management facilities all solid ra-
dioactive waste that has generated during operation and decommissioning of 
Ignalina NPP will be managed and stored for a-fifty-year period in line with all 
up-to-date international requirements. The operation of the new waste condi-
tioning facilities should start in 2012-2013 in the existing territory of Ignalina 
NPP, Drūkšiniai village, Visaginas municipality. 

Upon having reviewed all submitted documents necessary for issuing a licence, 
on 5 March 2010 VATESI issued to Ignalina NPP the licence for the construction 
of a very low level radioactive waste storage facility. In accordance with the 
new radioactive waste classification, the waste assigned to class A (with the 
surface dose rate which is less or equal 0.5 mSv/h, but exceeding the clearence 
levels prescribed by LAND 34-2008) have to be disposed at a very low level ra-
dioactive waste repository. Prior to disposal, this waste will be stored in a very 
low level radioactive waste storage facility and from here no less than every 2 
years it will be delivered to the repository. The storage facility capacity will be 
approx. 4 000 m3 of radioactive waste.

In october 2009, Ignalina NPP submitted the technical design and the prelimi-
nary safety report for the repository of very low level radioactive waste (project 
B 19-2). These documents were reviewed by VATESI, and in December 2010 the 
inspectorate informed Ignalina NPP that they did not have any comments on 
the documents. It is being planned to launch the repository of very low level 
radioactive waste into operation in 2012-2013.  It will accommodate approx. 
60 000 m3 of radioactive waste.

on the basis of the environmental impact assessment for the construction of 
the low and intermediate level radioactive waste repository (project B-25), in 
November 2007 the Government passed Resolution No. 1227 Re: Designing 
the Low and Intermediate Level Short Lived Radioactive Waste Near-Surface 
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Repository, whereby the proposal to design the repository in the territory of 
Stabatiškės village, Visaginas municipality was approved. In December 2008, 
VATESI approved the technical specification of the low and intermediate level 
radioactive waste repository. It is being planned to launch the repository into 
operation in 2015-2016.

The closed Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility 
Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility was constructed in 1963 in  irvin-
tai District, Bartku kis forest, at distances of approx. 9 km from Maišiagala town 
and 40 km from Vilnius. The waste was accumulated in the storage facility till 
1989. Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility is a vault of with the stor-
age capacity of 200 m3 where approx. 120 m3 of radioactive waste generated 
in industry, medicine, scientific research is stored. The waste to the storage fa-
cility was delivered from Lithuania, Grodno and Kaliningrad Regions. After its 
closure in 1989 and till 2002, the storage facility was supervised by the Institute 
of Physics. In 2002, the storage facility was taken over by the Radioactive Waste 
Management Agency (RATA), which since then has been supervising the facil-
ity and monitoring the environment. The main objective of the monitoring is 
to ascertain that the storage facility does not pose hazard to the people and 
the environment. During the monitoring it is observed whether radionuclides 
from the storage facility are not spread into the environment. 

To improve physical protection of Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility, 
a permanent monitoring system was installed in 2004. When the system is op-
erated, it is possible to monitor the storage facility either from the RATA head of-
fice or from Vilnius Chief Police Commissariat, thus in the case of some assault or 
imminent threat it is possible to react immediately and to take counteractions.  

With an aim to evaluate the safety of the storage facility and to license the 
facility in accordance with the recent requirements, its safety assessment and 
upgrading was undertaken in 2004-2006.  on 26 May 2006 VATESI issued to 
the RATA a licence for supervision of the closed Maišiagala Radioactive Waste 
Storage Facility. During the same year, the safety upgrading works were carried 
out – new safety barriers of the storage facility (a system of soil and two water-
resistant membranes) were constructed. These barriers protect the radioactive 
waste stored in the storage facility from water which could leach the radionu-
clides from the storage facility.  

Ten wells were bored for monitoring of the environment of the storage facil-
ity, from which the samples of the ground water are systematically taken. In 
performing the monitoring of Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility it 
is verified that the radionuclides from the storage facility have not penetrated 
into the ground water. one of the main indicators of the efficiency of the safety 
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barriers of the storage facility is the volumic activity of tritium – the most mo-
bile radionuclide – in the water of the monitoring wells. According to the safety 
monitoring report of Maišiagala storage facility, the maximum volumic activity 
of tritium was reduced after the safety upgrading works were completed in 
2006. Prior to the safety upgrading works, in two wells where the highest volu-
mic activity had been observed, it decreased 3 and 9 times respectively, and 
even more in some other wells. Depending on the season when the samples 
are taken, similar decreased volumic activities of tritium are being observed 
even now. Such results evidence the efficiency of the new barriers. 

In the future the waste stored in the storage facility will have to be retrieved, 
sorted, packed in special packages and disposed in the radioactive waste re-
pository. In accordance with the conditions of the licence issued in 2006, the 
RATA was obligated no later than by 31 December 2010 to prepare and to sub-
mit to VATESI the preliminary plan for decommmisioning of Maišiagala storage 
facility, which had to demonstrate how the retrieval and management of the 
radioactive waste located in the storage facility was being planned.  In the plan 
the main stages of decommissioning were provided along with the prelimi-
nary measures for waste retrieval but the specific commencement date of the 
works was not indicated because it depends on the date when the repositories 
will be constructed and launched into operation. 

atliek  saugyklos prieži r . Tais pa iais metais buvo atlikti saugos gerinimo darbai – rengti 
nauji saugyklos apsaugos barjerai– grunto ir dviej  vandeniui nelaidži  membran  sistema. 
Šie barjerai apsaugo saugykloje esan ias radioaktyvi sias atliekas nuo vandens, kuris gal t  
išplauti saugykloje esan ius radionuklidus. 

Saugyklos aplinkai steb ti yra išgr žti dešimt gr žini , iš j  sistemingai imami 
gruntinio vandens m giniai. Vykdant Maišiagalos saugyklos monitoring , ži rima, ar 
saugykloje esantys radionuklidai nepatenka  gruntinius vandenis. Vienas pagrindini  
rodikli  nusakan i  saugyklos barjer  efektyvum  yra tri io, kaip labiausiai mobilaus 
radionuklido, t rinis aktyvumas monitoringo gr žiniuose esan iame vandenyje. Remiantis 
Maišiagalos saugyklos monitoringo ataskaitomis maksimalus tri io aktyvumas gr žiniuose 
sumaž jo po 2006 m. atlikt  saugos gerinimo darb . Prieš saugos gerinimo darbus dvejuose 
gr žiniuose, kuriuose fiksuojamas didžiausias tri io t rinis aktyvumas, buvo užfiksuotas 
sumaž jimas atitinkamai 3 ir 9 kartus, tuo tarpu kituose gr žiniuose ir daugiau. Priklausomai 
nuo met  laiko, kuomet imami m giniai, panašiai mažesni tri io t riniai aktyvumai yra 
fiksuojami iki šiol. Tokie rezultatai patvirtina nauj  barjer  efektyvum .  

Ateityje saugykloje esan ios atliekos turi b ti išimtos, sur šiuotos, supakuotos  
specialias pakuotes ir palaidotos radioaktyvi j  atliek  kapinyne. Pagal vien  iš 2006 m. 
išduotos licencijos s lyg  RATA prival jo iki 2010 m. gruodžio 31 d. parengti ir pateikti 
VATESI Maišiagalos saugyklos preliminar  eksploatavimo nutraukimo plan , kuriame turi 
atsispind ti, kaip planuojama išimti ir sutvarkyti saugykloje esan ias atliekas. Šiame plane 
numatyti pagrindiniai eksploatavimo nutraukimo etapai bei preliminarios atliek  iš mimo 
priemon s, ta iau tikslios datos, kada bus prad ti darbai, n ra numatyta, nes tai priklauso 
nuo to, kada bus rengti ir prad ti eksploatuoti radioaktyvi j  atliek  kapinynai.  

Maišiagalos saugykla 
 

 BRANDUOLIN S ENERGETIKOS OBJEKT  RADIACIN  APSAUGA 
 
VATESI yra pagrindin  valstyb s institucija, atliekanti branduolin s energetikos 

objekt  saugos kontrol s ir prieži ros funkcijas bei vykdanti branduolin s saugos ir 
radiacin s apsaugos branduolin je energetikoje valstybin  reguliavim . Dar prieš išduodant 
licencijas projektuoti, statyti, eksploatuoti branduolin s energetikos objekt  (atomin  
elektrin , radioaktyvi j  atliek  tvarkymo ar j  saugojimo rengin ) ir nutraukti jo 
eksploatavim , b tina sitikinti, kad branduolin s energetikos objektas bus eksploatuojamas 
saugiai. Pagrindinis saugos tikslas – užtikrinti žmoni  ir aplinkos apsaug  nuo pavoj , 
kuriuos gali sukelti branduolin s energetikos objektas. Pats branduolin s energetikos 

Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility
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Radiation protection at               
nuclear facilities

VATESI is the principal state institution that fulfils the functions of safety control 
and supervision over nuclear facilities and performs the state regulation of nu-
clear safety and radiation protection in nuclear energy. Therefore even before a 
licence is issued for designing, constructing, operating and decommissioning 
a nuclear facility (a nuclear power plant, a facility for managing or storing ra-
dioactive waste) it is necessary to ascertain that the facility will be operated in 
a safe manner. The main objective of the radiation protection is to ensure pro-
tection of the population and the environment against hazards that a nuclear 
installation may pose. The nuclear facility itself must have properties ensuring 
that the effects of ionizing radiation on the population and the environment 
do not exceed the set limits both during normal operation and in the case of 
an accident. Therefore during operation of such facilities VATESI exercises con-
trol over compliance with the licence conditions and requirements set forth in 
the safety regulations and standards. It is the compliance with these require-
ments and the use of relevant technologies and measures that help to protect 
the population and environment from negative effects of ionizing radiation.  

Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant is the biggest nuclear facility in Lithuania. The re-
sults of occupational exposure control as well as the results of monitoring the 
effects of radiation on the environment and the population show that Ignalina 
NPP is operated in a safe manner. 

Since the very beginning of its operation, Ignalina NPP has been conducting 
occupational exposure control of its own and contractors organizations’ per-
sonnel. In 2010, individual dosimetric control was applied to 2 959 persons, 
among them 1 944 were the Ignalina NPP personnel. Employees of the con-
tractors’ organizations, persons on business trips and visitors of Ignalina NPP 
accounted for the remaining part. Distribution of external exposure collective 
doses in 1984-2010 is shown in Figure 1. 
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After Unit 1 was shut down, the collective dose of the personnel exposure has 
significantly decreased. The biggest collective dose was received during rou-
tine maintenance; therefore the duration and scope of the works performed 
during maintenance are very important. The annual collective dose decreased 
even more after shut down of Unit 2. In 2010, the annual collective dose of 
the Ignalina NPP and contractor organizations’ personnel equaled 35 % of the 
planned yearly dose.  The average individual dose of the Ignalina NPP and con-
tractors organizations’ personnel in 2010 was 0.18 mSv. The highest individual 
dose received by an employee of Ignalina NPP was 8.87 mSv, whereas the 
highest individual dose received by an employee of contractors’ organizations 
was 2.95 mSv. Neither of these values exceeded the set limit (20 mSv). 

To protect the environment and the population, the activity of emitted radio-
nuclides from Ignalina NPP into the atmosphere and the lake Drūkšiai has been 
restricted. In the course of radiation monitoring conducted at Ignalina NPP it 
was established that not only the activity of emitted radionuclides was below 
the permissible levels, but that they constituted a very small part of these levels 
as well. In 2010, the emissions of radioactive inert gases into the atmosphere 
were 0.033%, of radioactive aerosols – 0.00024%, and those of 131I – 0.063% of 
the permissible level. The total emission of radionuclides into the lake Drūkšiai 
was 0.0021% of the set limit. The evaluation of the dose received by the refer-
ence group of the residents in 2010 showed that the exposure resulting from 
emissions into the atmosphere and the lake was 2230 times lower than the 
permissible marginal value. The established dose rate in the sanitary protec-
tion and monitoring zones was the same as the natural background radiation. 

Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage Facility is another nuclear facility of Lithu-
ania where radioactive waste that had been collected from industrial enterpris-
es, medical and science institutions till 1989 is stored.  In the mentioned storage 
facility, like in all other nuclear facilities, it necessary to assure the lowest pos-
sible impact of radioactive waste on the environment and on people as well. 

Radiological monitoring of this nuclear facility has been conducted since 1994, 
with exposure doses and environmental pollution being observed on a con-
tinuous basis. Tritium (3H) is the most important radionuclide at Maišiagala 
storage facility. It accounts for more than 70% of the overall activity. The maxi-
mum activity of tritium in the observation wells of Maišiagala storage facility 
in 2006–2010 is presented in Figure 2. The data illustrate that the measured 
values do not exceed the set limits.
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Maximum values of tritium volumic activity in observation wells of 

Maišiagala waste storage facility in 2006–2010

In 2004-2006, additional protective barriers were installed in Maišiagala storage 
facility. The storage facility was covered by film coating of increased density 
preventing penetration of water into the storage facility from the top. Hence 
the possibility of leaching of radionuclides from the storage facility was con-
strained as well. Two monitoring wells were installed in addition to the existing 
ones. Samples were regularly taken from these wells and their radionuclide 
composition was examined. To asses whether toxic materials were not released 
from the storage facility, the analysis not only of radionuclide composition but 
also of the chemical compositions of samples was included in the updated 
monitoring program. After the installation of additional protective barriers, tri-
tium activity in the observation wells significantly decreased. The additional 
barriers proved to be effective and have reduced emission of radionuclides 
from the storage facility. 

62
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

International cooperation 
By implementing the provisions of the Convention on Early Notification of a 
Nuclear Accident and the Council Decision 87/600/Euratom of 14 December 
1987 on Community arrangements for the early exchange of information in 
the event of a radiological emergency, VATESI was closely cooperating with the 
IAEA and the emergency preparedness divisions of the European Commission.  

on 17-18 February 2010, the meeting of the European Union Member States’ 
competent authorities of the European Community Urgent Radiological In-
formation Exchange (ECURIE) was held. At the meeting, the present status of 
the ECURIE system and its future perspectives were presented, the information 
about the radiological events disseminated via the ECURIE system in 2008-
2010 was provided. The information about the arranged exercises and their 
results was given, the updated schedules of the exercises were proposed. It 
was decided to arrange the communication testing exercises after the regu-
lar office hours, because according to the statistics the competent authorities 
encounter difficulties in taking part in the exercises after the business hours. 
The results of the survey of the European Union Member States regarding the 
possibilities to use the iodine prophylaxis, the final results of the project for 
strengthening the emergency preparedness of European countries (EURA-
NoS) were presented. The status of upgrading the European Radiological Data 
Exchange Platform (EURDEP) and the system for radiological and nuclear infor-
mation exchange (WebECURIE) was provided. The WebECURIE system should 
replace the presently used software CoDecS. The new system, which is more 
flexible and user-friendly and thus it simplifies the procedures of information 
exchange, will significantly facilitate the exchange of information. However, 
according to the representatives of the European Commission, access to the 
system will be held off till 2012. In addition to that, the scheduled events were 
presented, such as a working group meeting of the EURDEP, emergency pre-
paredness exercises in 2010-2012, and the project for logging to the Response 
Assistance Network (RANET) by the Member States for support in the case of a 
nuclear accident or radiological emergency. 

In its own turn, the IAEA is getting ready for changing the Early Notification 
and Assistance Conventions Website (ENAC) that has been used for a long time, 
and the nuclear events web-based system NEWS. They will be merged into one 
website USIE for information exchange about nuclear and radiological incidents 
and accidents, which will be accessible from May 2011. This website is designat-
ed to the competent authorities responsible for implementing the provisions of 
the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and the Convention 
on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency. 
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In 2010, information about 3 events was disseminated via the official ECURIE 
system for information exchange on radiological and nuclear accidents. 

on 30 July 2010, Italy disseminated the information about the container with 
scrap metal emiting high-level ionizing radiation held in Genoa seaport, which 
came from the United Arab Emirates. According to the preliminary calcula-
tions, the activity of its content ranged between 150 and 200 GBQ. All employ-
ees who were working in the proximity to the container were examined. The 
calculated effective dose did not exceed 6% of the permissible yearly dose, 
which in accordance with the procedure established in the Republic of Italy 
can not surpass 1 mSv per year. The container was safely isolated and shipment 
of the cargo back to its owner was initiated.

on 4 August 2010, the information was received from the United Kingdom 
that in the territory of the nuclear weapons plant, in one of the storage facili-
ties the solvent used in manufacturing weapons caught fire. The notification 
stated that neither nuclear weapons nor materials were affected by the fire. 
The territory was isolated, the people were evacuated. The fire was successfully 
extinguished.  

on 7 December 2010, the information was received that on 5 November, dur-
ing the inspection in the closed iron-work plant in Lublin, inspectors from the 
National Atomic Energy Agency of Poland established that 7 containers with 
radioactive cobalt sources (Co-60) were missing. The National Atomic Energy 
Agency of Poland notified the respective authorities as well as all companies 
purchasing and processing metal scrap. VATESI subsequently disseminated 
this information among the relevant institutions in Lithuania.

Emergency preparedness of vATESI
In 2010, the specialists of the VATESI Emergency Response Centre had a pos-
sibility to improve their knowledge and skills in two international emergency 
preparedness exercises, six international communication tests and forty nine 
VATESI communication tests.  Some of the international communication tests 
were arranged after the regular office hours to ascertain the availability of the 
authorized institutions and their preparedness to react to emergencies at any 
time of the day and night. 

 on July 8, the international ECURIE emergency preparedness exercise of level 3 
was arranged by the European Commission where the specialists of the VATESI 
Emergency Response Centre participated as well. The goal of the exercise of 
this type is to prove the capability of specialists in exchanging information and 
in collaborating in line with the ECURIE agreements.

According to the scenario of the exercise, an accident occurred at Brokdorf 
Nuclear Power Plant (Germany) resulting in emission of radionuclides into the 
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environment. In accordance with the performed projections on the transfer of 
the radionuclides, the radioactive cloud had to reach Lithuania after 30 hours 
from their emission into the atmosphere. With regard to the scenario, VATESI 
put the Emergency Response Centre into action and carried out the proce-
dures set forth in the VATESI emergency plan. In Lithuania, the Fire Safety and 
Rescue Department under the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of the Envi-
ronment, Radiation Protection Centre, and the Lithuanian Hydro Meteorologi-
cal Service took part in the exercise as well.

During the exercise some shortcomings were identified which will have to be 
eliminated in accordance with the plan of rectifying measures. 

tvark , negali viršyti 1 mSv per metus. Konteineris buvo saugiai izoliuotas bei inicijuotas 
krovinio gr žinimas savininkui. 

2010 m. rugpj io 4 d. gautas pranešimas iš Jungtin s Karalyst s, kad branduolini  
ginkl  gamyklos teritorijoje viename iš sand li  užsiliepsnojo ginkl  gamyboje naudojamas 
tirpiklis. Kaip teigiama pranešime, ugnis nepaliet  branduolini  ginkl  ar medžiag . 
Teritorija buvo aptverta, žmon s evakuoti. Gaisras buvo s kmingai užgesintas. 

2010 m. gruodžio 7 d. gautas pranešimas, kad lapkri io 5 d. atliekant inspekcij  
uždarytoje liejykloje Liubline Lenkijos nacionalin s atomin s energijos agent ros 
inspektoriai nustat , kad tr ksta 7 konteineri  su radioaktyviaisiais kobalto (Co-60) 
šaltiniais. Lenkijos nacionalin s atomin s energijos agent ra apie vyk  praneš  
atitinkamoms tarnyboms bei metalo laužo supirkimo ir perdirbimo mon ms. VATESI savo 
ruožtu atitinkamai informavo suinteresuotas institucijas Lietuvoje. 

 

VATESI avarin  parengtis 
 
2010 m. VATESI avarinio centro specialistai tur jo galimyb  patobulinti savo žinias 

ir geb jimus 2 tarptautin se pratybose, 6 tarptautiniuose ryšio patikrinimo testuose ir 49 
VATESI ryšio patikrinimo testuose. Dalis tarptautini  ryšio patikrinimo test  buvo 
organizuojami ne darbo metu, siekiant patikrinti galiot j  institucij  pasiekiamum  ir 
pasirengim  priimti informacij  ir reaguoti  avarijas bet kuriuo paros metu.  

Liepos 8 d. vyko Europos Komisijos organizuotos ECURIE 3-iojo lygio tarptautin s 
pratybos, kuriose dalyvavo VATESI avarinio centro specialistai. Ši  pratyb  tikslas – 
patikrinti valstybi  galiot j  institucij  geb jim  keistis informacija ir bendradarbiauti 
remiantis ECURIE susitarimais. 

Pagal pratyb  scenarij  Brokdorfo atomin je elektrin je (Vokietija) vyko avarija, 
d l kurios  aplink  pateko radionuklidai. Atsižvelgiant  atliktas radionuklid  pernašos 
prognozes, radioaktyvusis debesis Lietuv  tur jo pasiekti po 30 valand  nuo radionuklid  
išmetimo  atmosfer . Atsižvelgiant  scenarij  VATESI aktyvavo avarin  centr  ir vykd  
proced ras, numatytas VATESI avariniame plane. Lietuvoje pratybose taip pat dalyvavo 
Priešgaisrin s apsaugos ir gelb jimo departamentas prie VRM, Aplinkos ministerija, 
Radiacin s saugos centras, Lietuvos hidrometeorologijos tarnyba. 

Pratyb  metu paaišk jo tr kumai, kurie atsižvelgiant  koreguojam  priemoni  plan  
tur s b ti pašalinti.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ECURIE 3-iojo lygio avarin s parengties pratybos 
 
Gruodžio 21 d. vyko TATENA organizuojamos ConvEx-2b tarptautin s pratybos, 

kuri  tikslas – patikrinti galiot j  institucij  geb jimus naudotis informacijos apsikeitimo 
sistema ENAC. Toki  pratyb  metu galiotosioms institucijoms pateikiama informacija ir 
duomenys apie tariamai vykusi  avarij . Atsižvelgdami  gautos informacijos turin , 
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ECURIE emergency preparedness exercise of level 3

on December 21, the ConvEx-2b international exercise was arranged by the 
IAEA the objective thereof was to assess the competence of the competent 
authorities in using the ENAC information exchange system. During the ex-
ercise of this type, the competent authorities are provided with information 
and data about a supposed accident. Depending on the content of the re-
ceived information, specialists have to perform special assignments and to fill 
in special forms, which afterwards are sent to the IAEA. The exercise demands 
special knowledge and expedition because of the limited time period given to 
perform the tasks.

Emergency preparedness at nuclear facilities
on 19 August 2010, Ignalina NPP submitted to VATESI a new version of the 
Emergency Preparedness Plan, which had been worked out with regard to the 
process of Ignalina NPP decommissioning and construction of new facilities in 
its territory. VATESI specialists analyzed the Plan by taking into consideration 
the national and international requirements on nuclear safety, radiation and 
physical protection, and provided their comments. The plan was also submit-
ted to the Ministry of Energy, Fire Safety and Rescue Department under the 
Ministry of the Interior, Radiation Protection Centre and Visaginas Municipality 
for review and approval by them. After Ignalina NPP provides answers to all 
comments and agrees them with VATESI and other institutions, the Emergency 
Preparedness Plan will be approved by the General Manager of Ignalina NPP.
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Control over the use of nuclear energy
only for peaceful purposes

on 16 December 2010, the inspection of emergency preparedness was con-
ducted at Ignalina NPP with an aim to check how the NPP is getting ready for 
implementing the measures of the new Ignalina NPP Emergency Preparedness 
Plan, how the plan of corrective measures from the previously conducted in-
spections of Ignalina NPP emergency preparedness were being implemented, 
inspected the control centre protected by the Emergency Preparedness orga-
nization. In addition, during the inspection the condition of the control centre 
protected by the Emergency Preparedness organization along with the sup-
plies of necessary personal protective means and dosimeters assigned for the 
personnel of the Emergency Preparedness organization were verified. During 
the inspection, the responsible representatives of Ignalina NPP presented the 
preliminary program for training of the personnel and the scenario of the full 
scale excersise. The Inspection Commission brought to Ignalina NPP’s atten-
tion that the new version of the Emergency Preparedness Plan will have to be 
continuously reviewed and updated with regard to the process of decommis-
sioning and new facilities which will be launched into operation in the territory 
of Ignalina NPP. 

No violations were identified during the inspection, however some non-com-
pliances were found that will have to be rectified by Ignalina NPP.  



Control over the use of nuclear energy
only for peaceful purposes
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Accounting and control of the small quantities of nuclear materials
Starting from 1 January 2008, after Lithuania’s transition from the Bilateral 
Agreement with the IAEA and its Additional Protocol to the Trilateral Safe-
guards Agreement (with the IAEA and Euratom) and the implementation of its 
Additional Protocol, instead of a previously used single material balance area 
(MBA) – WLTC thereto all nuclear materials in the territory of Lithuania (exclud-
ing the nuclear fuel) had been assigned, the European Commission had to 
assign individual MBA codes to each institution having nuclear materials in its 
disposition. In 2008-2009 twelve new MBAs, and in 2010 two new MBAs were 
established in Lithuania.  

At the beginning of 2010, three users of small quantities of nuclear materials 
remained in the WLTC area: Kaunas University Hospital, Šiauliai County Hospital 
and Ignalina NPP (small quantities that do not belong to nuclear fuel). Their re-
ports on accounting of nuclear materials to the European Commission, which 
subsequently prepares and forwards these reports to the IAEA, were submitted 
by VATESI.  In January,  iauliai County Hospital handed over all nuclear materi-
als kept in its disposition for final disposal. In August, a separate MBA code – 
WLTQ was assigned for accounting of small quantities of nuclear materials at 
Ignalina NPP. It is being planned that in the future in the WLTC area there will 
be no users, permanently keeping small quantities of nuclear materials in their 
disposition.

on 20 March 2010, VATESI conducted inspections at oRLEN Lietuva AB and 
Metesta UAB. During the inspections for verification of physical inventory and 
assessment of the accounting system of nuclear materials, no violations or 
non-compliances were found at oRLEN Lietuva AB and Metesta UAB. 

on 29-30 June 2010, the inspection in the WLTC MBA was jointly conducted 
by the European Commission and the IAEA, and on July 1 the joint inspection 
was conducted by VATESI, the European Commission and the IAEA in the WLTR 
MBA assigned to the Radioactive Waste Management Agency. No violations 
were identified during these inspections.

Accounting and control of nuclear fuel 
In the first quarter of 2010, loading of the spent nuclear fuel from the spent 
nuclear fuel ponds in the power units to the CoNSToR type containers was 
completed. In April, the last container was delivered to the spent nuclear fuel 
storage facility (SNF SF), and the storage facility became fully stocked. Partic-
ipation in these works accounted for the major part of works performed in 
Lithuania by the inspectors delegated by the IAEA and European Commission; 
therefore till a new storage facility is launched into operation, the number of 
their man days used for inspection activities in Lithuania will be decreasing. 
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one planed inspection of physical inventory verification at Ignalina NPP and 
the SNFSF was conducted by the IAEA, the European Commission and VATESI 
in April 2010.   During the inspection the records in the accounting documents 
were checked, verification of fresh and spent nuclear fuel was carried out and 
seals selected by using the probabilistic statistical method were replaced. 

In August 2010, an unannounced inspection was conducted at Ignalina NPP 
and the SNF SF by the IAEA with the presence of inspectors delegated by the 
European Commission. The results of the inspection revealed that Ignalina NPP 
properly conducted the accounting of fuel assemblies and correctly declared 
their number. 

Data on the inspection activities by the IAEA, the European Commission and 
VATESI as well as on the accounting of nuclear materials in 2010 are summa-
rized in the Tables below along with the comparative data from the two pre-
ceding years.

Summary of the IAEA, EC and                                                                                           
vATESI inspection activities in Lithuania in 2008-2010 

Year 2008 2009 2010

Total number of IAEA inspectors and technicians’ 
man days in Lithuania 

206 156 85

Number of EC inspectors’ man days in Lithuania 47 86 78

Number of man days  spent on site by  VATESI  
inspectors engaged in the area of safeguards 

15 18 22

Number of IAEA inspectors authorized to conduct 
inspections in Lithuania

350 335 315

Number of EC inspectors authorized to conduct 
inspections in Lithuania

184 188 183

Number of VATESI inspectors engaged in the area 
of safeguards.

2 2 2

Data of accounting of nuclear materials in 2008-2010

Year 2008 2009 2010

Amount  of depleted uranium (t)  31 31,2 32,4

Amount  of enriched uranium (t)  2349 2368 2368

Amount  of U235 (t)  27,6 27 27

Amount  of plutonium (t)  8,3 8,6 8,6
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Application of safeguards
Application of safeguards covers a wide range of issues from the technical 
ones related to measurement of nuclear substances, inspections of nuclear 
installations to the legal and political issues related to the implementation of 
international commitments. 

In the IAEA Safeguards Implementation Report for 2009 issued in Quarter II 
2010, for a seventh consecutive year it was concluded that all declared nuclear 
material in Lithuania had been used for peaceful purposes only and no unde-
clared nuclear activities had been discovered. The IAEA is able to draw such 
conclusion by inspecting nuclear materials, nuclear facilities and the overall 
activity of a country in using nuclear energy according to the Agreement on 
Application of IAEA Safeguards and its Protocol Additional. 

The Additional Protocol provides that every year an updated declaration for 
the previous calendar year must be submitted to the IAEA. According to the 
Additional Protocol to the Trilateral Safeguards Agreement (among the EU 
Member States, EURAToM and the IAEA) applicable in the European Union for 
non-nuclear weapons states, which has been valid in Lithuania since 1 January 
2008, the respective member state and the European Commission bear indi-
vidual responsibility for furnishing certain information. Part of the information 
is under the shared responsibility. VATESI, in accordance with the competence 
of the state, collected and summarized the information about the activities in 
the field of use of nuclear energy in Lithuania and submitted the information 
to the IAEA and the European Commission. Abiding by the requirements of 
the Additional Protocol, quarterly reports were also sent on Lithuania’s export 
of nuclear equipment and technologies under control.

In December, in accordance with the Additional Protocol, the IAEA inspectors 
asked for additional access to the Ignalina NPP site to ascertain that no undeclared 
activities related to the use of nuclear materials were taking place at the site.  

The conclusions on the application of safeguards in the year 2010 will be is-
sued by the IAEA in the first half of 2011.

Control over illicit trafficking of nuclear materials
In 2010, 194 notifications were received from the IAEA Illicit Trafficking Data-
base of Nuclear and Radioactive Materials (hereinafter – the “ITDB”) about ille-
gal events involving nuclear and other radioactive materials worldwide. Nine-
teen of these events involved nuclear materials. According to the data as of 
october 2010, 111 states were participating in the ITDB program. 

In 2010, in Lithuania, four events were recorded the information whereof was 
submitted to the ITDB.
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In August and September months, in Zarasai District, 10 smoke detectors con-
taining plutonium were found. The detectors were collected and handled by 
the Radioactive Waste Management Agency (RATA), and handed over for stor-
age in the Ignalina NPP radioactive waste storage facility.

In July and September months, in Klaipėda seaport, two evens when increased 
ionizing radiation was emitted by the scrap metal were identified. In the same 
way as in the case with the smoke detectors, the parts contaminated with ra-
dionuclides were handled by the RATA specialists and handed over for storage 
at Ignalina NPP.

Control over dual-use nuclear goods
When Lithuania became a member of the European Union, it was integrated 
into the European Union’s and international system of Nonproliferation Export 
Control Regimes. Lithuania became a member of the Nuclear Suppliers Group 
(NSG) in 2004. The conditions for handing over the dual-use nuclear materials, 
equipment and technologies by one country to another are laid down in the 
Guidelines of the Nuclear Suppliers Group. By implementing these conditions, 
VATESI together with the Ministry of Economy issues to the country – sup-
plier of the imported dual-use nuclear goods the state assurance for the use of 
these goods for peaceful purposes.  Since 2005, VATESI has been conducting 
yearly inspections on the use of imported dual-use nuclear goods.

As of late 2010, the inspection was conducted at Ignalina NPP to ascertain that 
con-compliances related to the internal control of dual-use nuclear goods at 
the NPP, which had been identified during the inspection conducted in 2009, 
have been rectified. Besides, the attention was focused on the threat of prolif-
eration of nuclear strategic goods during decommissioning of Ignalina NPP.  

In VATESI opinion, in the course of dismantling Ignalina NPP equipment, it 
should be assessed whether the equipment is not assigned to the duel-use 
nuclear goods. Such assessment is important not only in the cases when Ig-
nalina NPP resolves to export the second-hand equipment, but also for its sell-
ing in Lithuania for  advising the buyers about the strategic importance of the 
goods or their parts in the case of their export. Taking into consideration that 
the scope of decommissioning and dismantling works will be growing in the 
future, recommendations were provided to Ignalina NPP to take measures for 
the assurance of such control.  



Physical protection of nuclear materials
and nuclear facilities
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Physical protection of nuclear materials
and nuclear facilities

Physical protection of Ignalina NPP after the final shut-down of the 
nuclear reactor of Unit 2  
While both nuclear reactors had been in operation, the vital and extremely 
vital equipment had been identified and the top-level requirements for the 
physical protection had been set. In 2010, the nuclear power plant moved into 
a new stage, i.e. no fuel was left in the first nuclear reactor and Unit 2 ceased 
generating electricity. Besides, during decommissioning other facilities have 
been planed that may become vital in terms of physical protection. Therefore 
after the final shut-down of the nuclear power plant it was necessary to up-
date the already performed analysis for identifying the inner and vital areas 
and to identify new areas for the planned to be constructed facilities. In 2010, 
the analyses for identifying the protection areas at Ignalina NPP site (for the 
stage of final shut-down and fuel removal) and for identifying the inner and 
vital areas of Ignalina NPP solid radioactive waste retrieval facility (B2) were 
performed. The performed analyses revealed that after the final shut-down 
of both power units, in the site of the nuclear power plant there still remains 
quite a long list of vital and extremely vital equipment, the physical protection 
thereof has to be assured.

Inspection activities in the area of physical protection
In 2010, three inspections in the field of physical protection were conducted 
at the nuclear facilities of Lithuania: the inspection of the detection and as-
sessment measures in the physical protection system of the closed Maišiagala 
Radioactive Waste Storage Facility, the inspection of assuring the physical pro-
tection of the spent nuclear fuel during its transportation outside the Ignalina 
NPP protected area, the  inspection of ensuring the security of the hardware 
and computer networks used in the Ignalina NPP physical protection system 
against hackering and other unauthorized actions. 

In the course of planning the inspections, the results from the previously con-
ducted inspections and the shortcomings identified during these inspections 
were taken into account  (the inspection of the detection and assessment mea-
sures in the physical protection system of the closed Maišiagala Radioactive Waste 
Storage Facility); the Ignalina NPP decommissioning works (the inspection of as-
suring the physical protection of the spent nuclear fuel during its transportation 
outside Ignalina NPP protected area); events in nuclear facilities of foreign coun-
tries caused by internet hackers or by using malicious software (viruses, worms 
and Trojan horses) (the inspection of ensuring the security of the hardware and 
computer networks used in the Ignalina NPP physical protection system).  

The aim of the inspection of the detection and assessment measures in the 
physical protection system of the closed Maišiagala Radioactive Waste Storage 
Facility was to verify proper functioning of the technical measures for physical 
protection of the storage facility and their capability to detect an intruder un-
der complicated winter conditions.  
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on 14 April 2010, the transportation of the last CoNSToR type container with 
the spent nuclear fuel for its interim storage in the SNF SF was arranged. Dur-
ing the transportation, VATESI inspectors conducted the inspection of assuring 
physical protection of the spent nuclear fuel during its transportation outside 
the Ignalina NPP protected area. one of the primary objectives of this inspec-
tion was to evaluate whether the existing or planned to be implemented tech-
nical and organizational protection measures will be sufficient to assure the 
physical protection of the spent nuclear fuel during its delivery to the new 
spent nuclear fuel facility. 

 

Inspekcin  veikla fizin s saugos srityje 
 

2010 m. Lietuvos branduolin s energetikos objektuose buvo atliktos trys fizin s 
saugos srities inspekcijos: Maišiagalos uždarytos radioaktyvi j  atliek  saugyklos fizin s 
saugos sistemos aptikimo ir vertinimo priemoni  patikrinimas, Panaudoto branduolinio 
kuro išvežant už Ignalinos AE saugomos zonos fizin s saugos užtikrinimo inspekcija, 
Ignalinos AE fizin s saugos sistemoje naudojamos kompiuterin s rangos bei kompiuterini  
tinkl  apsaugos nuo silaužim  ir nuo kit  neleistin  veiksm  gyvendinimo patikrinimas. 

 Planuojant inspekcijas buvo atsižvelgta  ankstesni  inspekcij  rezultatus bei j  metu 
nustatytus tr kumus (Maišiagalos uždarytos radioaktyvi j  atliek  saugyklos fizin s saugos 
sistemos aptikimo ir vertinimo priemoni  patikrinimas); Ignalinos AE eksploatavimo 
nutraukimo darbus (Panaudoto branduolinio kuro išvežant už Ignalinos AE saugomos zonos 
fizin s saugos užtikrinimo inspekcija); vykius užsienio šali  branduoliniuose objektuose d l 
internetini  silaužim  ar žaling  program  (virus , kirmin , Trojos arkli  ar kt.) 
panaudojimo (Ignalinos AE fizin s saugos sistemoje naudojamos kompiuterin s rangos bei 
kompiuterini  tinkl  apsaugos nuo silaužim  ir nuo kit  neleistin  veiksm  gyvendinimo 
patikrinimas). 

Atlikto Maišiagalos uždarytos radioaktyvi j  atliek  saugyklos fizin s saugos 
sistemos aptikimo ir vertinimo priemoni  patikrinimo tikslas buvo vertinti, kaip 
užtikrinamas saugyklos fizin s apsaugos technini  priemoni  tinkamas veikimas ir 
sugeb jimas aptikti pažeid j  sud tingomis žiemos s lygomis.  

2010 m. balandžio 14 d. buvo organizuojamas paskutinio „CONSTOR“ tipo 
konteinerio su panaudotu branduoliniu kuru pervežimas  PBKS laikinajam saugojimui. Šio 
pervežimo metu VATESI inspektoriai atliko ,,Panaudoto branduolinio kuro išvežant už 
Ignalinos AE saugomos zonos fizin s saugos užtikrinimo“ inspekcij . Vienas iš pagrindini  
inspekcijos tiksl  buvo vertinti, ar dabar esan ios ir planuojamos diegti technin s ir 
organizacin s fizin s saugos priemon s bus tinkamos užtikrinti panaudoto branduolinio kuro 
fizinei saugai vežimo  nauj j  panaudoto branduolinio kuro saugykl  metu.  

 

 
„CONSTOR“ tipo konteinerio su panaudotu branduoliniu kuru transportavimas 

 
2009 m. sigaliojus VATESI viršininko sakymu patvirtintai branduolin s energetikos 

objekt  ir branduolini  medžiag  fizin s saugos reikalavim  naujajai redakcijai, griež iau 

Transportation of the CONSTOR-type container with the spent nuclear fuel
In 2009, after the amended Requirements for Physical Protection of Nuclear 
Facilities and Nuclear Materials, approved by VATESI Head, came into force, the 
security regulation of the information and data related to physical protection, 
including the security of computer and information systems, became more 
stringent. on the basis of these amendments, the inspection of ensuring the 
security of the hardware and computer networks used in the Ignalina NPP 
physical protection system against hacking and other unauthorized actions 
was conducted. During the inspection it was ascertained that the technical 
and organizational measures, which had been implemented at Ignalina NPP, 
ensure the resistance of the computers and information systems of the physical 
protection system to accidental events or unauthorized actions which would 
put at risk the confidentiality, integrity of and accessibility to the compiled, 
stored, processed and transmitted information (or data). 

In accordance with the established procedure, after each inspection the inspec-
tion protocols were provided to the inspected organization defining the identi-
fied violations and non-compliances. The inspected organization was obligated 
to rectify these shortcomings. The shortcomings established during the physi-
cal protection inspections conducted in 2010 cause no threat to the safe de-
commissioning of Ignalina NPP and safe operation of other nuclear facilities.  

In 2009 VATESI had conducted the inspection of the security exercises which 
had been organized by the Ignalina NPP Security Unit (hereinafter – the “INPP 
SU”) under the State Border Guard Service, during which the identified short-
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comings had been documented and the INPP SU had been advised to rectify 
them. In 2010, the INPP SU invited VATESI specialists to survey the arranged 
security exercises that were organized upon having rectified the shortcomings 
identified during the previous inspection. VATESI representatives surveyed one 
table exercise and one tactical exercise organized by INPP SU. The scenarios 
of both exercises were prepared with regard to the design-basis threat estab-
lished by the State Security Department. Thus it was ascertained that all short-
comings had been eliminated. 

Identification of the design-basis threat 
In accordance with the Law on Nuclear Energy, Article 50, Paragraph 4, the de-
sign-basis threat at nuclear facilities, which is necessary to enable the operating 
organization to get properly prepared for and to prevent possible offence, has 
to be defined to each nuclear facility. Therefore in 2010 Ignalina NPP addressed 
the State Security Department regarding the design-basis threat to the being 
constructed or planned to be constructed nuclear facilities in Ignalina NPP: 
interim spent nuclear fuel facility (site B1), retrieval facility of solid radioactive 
waste  (site B2), solid radioactive waste management and storage facility (site 
B3,4), short-lived very low level radioactive waste buffer-type repository (site 
B19-1), short-lived very low level radioactive waste repository (site B19-2), low 
and medium level radioactive waste surface dumping facility (site B25). In ad-
dition to that, in 2010 the design-basis threats defined in the earlier years to 
Ignalina NPP, SNF SF and the planned to be constructed Visaginas NPP were 
re-estimated and the design-basis threat was defined for the closed Maišiagala 
Radioactive Waste Storage Facility. 

VATESI is one of the institutions involved in defining the design-basis threat, 
thus with regard to the characteristics of the facilities and within the area of 
its competence the inspectorate provided consultations to the State Security 
Department of the Republic of Lithuania which bears responsibility for defin-
ing the design-basis threat.  

It is worth mentioning that in 2010 the debate on the Law Amending the Law 
on Nuclear Energy of the Republic of Lithuania was started at the Seimas of the 
Republic of Lithuania, and according to this Law the functions of defining the 
design-basis threat will be transferred to VATESI.

International cooperation in the area of physical protection
on 30 August – 3 September 2010, the IAEA and VATESI together with VAE 
UAB arranged in Vilnius the regional training course Security of Computer Sys-
tems in Nuclear Facilities. The main objective of the training was to point out 
the potential problems of computer security in assuring physical protection of 
nuclear facilities, and to share the international expertise in solving them. 
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The training courses were attended by representatives from Lithuania (Ignalina 
NPP, VAE, SSD and VATESI), Estonia, Finland, Germany and Sweden. Lecturers 
who were invited to deliver lectures in the training courses were experts from 
the US, Finland, the IAEA and the organization for Security and Co-operation 
in Europe (oSCE).

2010 m. rugpj io 30-rugs jo 3 dienomis TATENA ir VATESI kartu su Visagino 
atomine elektrine (VAE) Vilniuje organizavo regioninius mokymo kursus „Kompiuteri  
saugumas branduolin s energetikos objektuose“. Pagrindinis ši  mokym  tikslas buvo 
atkreipti d mes   galimas kompiuterinio saugumo problemas užtikrinant branduolin s 
energetikos objekt  fizin  saug  bei pasidalinti tarptautine patirtimi jas sprendžiant.  

Kursuose dalyvavo atstovai iš Lietuvos (Ignalinos AE, VAE, VSD ir VATESI), 
Estijos, Suomijos, Vokietijos ir Švedijos. Kurs  lektoriais buvo pakviesti ekspertai iš JAV, 
Suomijos, TATENA ir Europos saugumo ir bendradarbiavimo organizacijos (ESBO). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mokymo kurs  „Kompiuteri  saugumas branduolin s energetikos objektuose“ dalyviai 

 

Nors fizin  sauga yra vidinis šalies reikalas, ta iau 2010 metais tarptautin  
bendruomen , kartu su TATENA, siekdama pad ti šalims gyvendinti tarptautinius 
susitarimus stiprinant fizin s saugos režim , aktyviai reng  fizin s saugos rekomendacijas 
branduoliniams objektams, branduolin ms ar kitoms radioaktyvioms medžiagoms, taip pat 
ši  rekomendacij  gyvendinimo vadovus. Buvo rengiami tokie aukš iausio lygmens 
dokumentai kaip Branduolinio saugumo tikslai ir bendrieji principai (ang. Nuclear Security 
Objectives and Fundamental Principles), Branduolini  medžiag  ir branduolini  objekt  
fizin  sauga (angl. Nuclear Security Recommendations on Physical Protection of Nuclear 
Material and Nuclear Facilities, INFCIRC/225/Rev.5), Radioaktyvi  medžiag  ir susijusi  

Participants of the training courses Security of 
Computer Systems in Nuclear Facilities

Although physical protection is an internal concern of a country, in 2010, with 
an aim to provide assistance to the countries in implementing international 
covenants for strengthening the physical protection regime, the international 
community together with the IAEA was actively preparing the recommenda-
tions for physical protection of nuclear facilities, nuclear and other radioactive 
materials as well as the guidelines for the implementation of these recom-
mendations. Such top-level documents as the Nuclear Security objectives and 
Fundamental Principles, Nuclear Security Recommendations on Physical Pro-
tection of Nuclear Material and Nuclear Facilities, INFCIRC/225/Rev.5, Nuclear 
Security Recommendations on Radioactive Material and Associated Facilities, 
as well as the Nuclear Security Recommendations on Nuclear and other Radio-
active Material out of Regulatory Control were being drawn up.  

VATESI specialists took part in the meetings arranged by the IAEA for review of 
these documents and within their competence provided comments.   

In 2010, VATESI specialists took part in various qualification improvement 
courses: the courses for training of nuclear inspectors arranged by the US NRC, 
training in safety culture and the train the trainers course arranged by the IAEA 
for training the physical protection lecturers.
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Reporting under the Convention   
of Nuclear Safety

The Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS) was adopted on 17 June 1994 in Vien-
na. The Republic of Lithuania ratified the Convention on Nuclear Safety on 17 
october 1995. The goals of the Convention on Nuclear Safety are as follows: 

 To achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear safety worldwide, by conso-
lidating international measures, including international cooperation as well 
as technical cooperation related to safety assurance;

 To develop and maintain efficient measures of nuclear facilities’ protection 
against potential radiological hazard, with a view to protect humans and 
the environment from dangerous effects of ionizing radiation emitted by 
these facilities;

 To prevent accidents with radiological impacts, and to mitigate their effects 
if they do occur. 

objekt  fizin  sauga (angl. Nuclear Security Recommendations on Radioactive Material and 
Associated Facilities), bei Nekontroliuojam  branduolini  ir kit  radioaktyvi  medžiag  
fizin  sauga (ang. Nuclear Security Recommendations on Nuclear and other Radioactive 
Material out of Regulatory Control).  

VATESI specialistai dalyvavo TATENA rengiamuose susitikimuose ši  dokument  
perži rai bei teik  pastabas pagal savo kompetencij .  

2010 m. VATESI specialistai dalyvavo vairiuose kvalifikacijos k limo kursuose: JAV 
NRC inspektori  rengimo mokymuose, Branduolinio saugumo kult ros mokymuose bei 
TATENA organizuotuose fizin s saugos lektori  rengimo kursuose. 

 
BRANDUOLIN S SAUGOS KONVENCIJOS VYKDYMAS 

 
Branduolin s saugos konvencija 

buvo priimta 1994 m. birželio 17 d. 
Vienoje. Lietuvos Respublika 
Branduolin s saugos konvencij  
ratifikavo 1995 m. spalio 17 d. 
Konvencijos tikslai yra tokie:  

 pasiekti ir išlaikyti aukšt  
branduolin s saugos lyg  visame 
pasaulyje, tvirtinant tarptautines 
priemones, skaitant tarptautin  
bendradarbiavim , taip pat 
technin  bendradarbiavim , susijus  su saugos užtikrinimu;  

 sukurti ir išlaikyti efektyvias apsaugos priemones branduoliniuose renginiuose d l 
potencialaus radiologinio pavojaus tam, kad b t  apsaugoti žmon s ir aplinka nuo 
pavojing  jonizuojan ios spinduliuot s iš toki  rengini  padarini ;  

 užkirsti keli  avarijoms, turin ioms radiologines pasekmes, ir sumažinti pasekmes, 
jei tokios atsirast .  

 
2010 m. VATESI kartu su Aplinkos ministerija, Energetikos ministerija, Radiacin s 

saugos centru, Priešgaisrin s apsaugos ir gelb jimo departamentu prie VRM, Ignalinos AE, 
UAB „VAE“ reng  Lietuvos Respublikos penkt j  ataskait  apie Branduolin s saugos 
konvencijos sipareigojim  vykdym . TATENA ši ataskaita buvo perduota 2010 m. 
rugpj io m nes . Taip pat buvo nagrin jamos kit  šali  ataskaitos, rengiami klausimai 
šioms ataskaitoms bei atsakymai  Lietuvos ataskaitai pateiktus klausimus. 

Dalis Lietuvos ataskaitai užduodam  klausim  yra susijusi su 2009 m. pabaigoje 
sustabdyta Ignalinos AE, kuri buvo pagrindinis šalies elektros energijos tiekimo šaltinis. 
Klausimai dažniausiai susij  su branduolin s saugos užtikrinimu vykdant atomin s 
elektrin s eksploatavimo nutraukimo darbus, apsikeitimu patirtimi šioje srityje.  

Atsižvelgiant  tai, kad buvo priimtas sprendimas kartu su m s  kaimyn mis-
partner mis – Latvija, Estija ir Lenkija – Lietuvoje statyti nauj  branduolin  j gain , daug 
klausim  pateikta šia tema. Taip pat šalis dominanti svarbi sritis – branduolin s saugos 
reikalavim  ir taisykli  rengimas naujai AE, užtikrinant j  atitikim  TATENA 
rekomendacijoms bei kitiems visuotinai pripaž stamiems tarptautiniams standartams.  

Tarp Lietuvos užduot  klausim  galima pamin ti klausim  grup , susijusi  su 
branduolini  j gaini  planuojama statyba Kaliningrado srityje ir Baltarusijoje. Vienas iš 
pagrindini  klausim  tai siekimas, kad b t  laikomasi Espoo konvencijos (JTO Konvencija 
d l poveikio aplinkai vertinimo tarpvalstybiniame kontekste) numatyt  proced r  bei 

In 2010, VATESI together with the Ministry of the Environment, Radiation Pro-
tection Centre, Fire Safety and Rescue Department under the Ministry of the 
Interior, Ignalina NPP, VAE UAB were preparing the fifth report of the Republic 
of Lithuania regarding the implementation of the provisions of the Conven-
tion on Nuclear Safety. The report was submitted to the IAEA in August 2010. 
Besides, the reports of other countries were analyzed; the questions on these 
reports were prepared along with the responses to the questions received on 
the report of Lithuania. Part of the questions addressed to Lithuania concerned 
Ignalina NPP which had been the main source of electricity supply in the coun-
try and was finally shut down in 2009. The questions were mostly related to 
the assurance of safety in performing decommissioning works of the nuclear 
power plant, exchange of experience in this field. 

With regard to the made decision to construct a new nuclear power plant in 
Lithuania together with our counterparts from neighboring countries – Latvia, 
Estonia and Poland, quite many questions were received on the subject. In 
addition to that, another field that was of interest to other countries – prepa-
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ration of the nuclear safety requirements and regulations for the new NPP by 
assuring their compliance with the IAEA recommendation and other globally 
accepted international standards. 

Among the questions that were brought up by VATESI a group of questions 
related to the planned construction of nuclear power plants in the Kaliningrad 
Region and Belarus should be mentioned. one of the outstanding issues is to 
ensure that the procedures set forth in the Espoo Convention (the UN Conven-
tion on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context) would 
be met and the clarifications of the issues raised by Lithuania on the evalua-
tion of the sites of the planned nuclear power plants and their design would 
be received.

The fifth review meeting of the contracting parties will be held on 4-14 April 
2011 in Vienna (Austria).  

International cooperation



International cooperation
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Nuclear safety regulation in the European Union, the role of the 
European Commission and the Member States –  ENSREG
All Member States of the European Union that are operating nuclear facilities 
follow the main internationally acknowledged principles of nuclear safety, 
spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste management. These principles are 
laid down by the Convention on Nuclear Safety and the Joint Convention on 
the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste 
Management. The High Level Group (HLG) on Nuclear Safety and Waste Man-
agement was established by the resolution of the European Commission in 
2007. Later the HLG was renamed the European Nuclear Safety Regulators 
Group (ENSREG) that was delegated the mission to establish the conditions for 
continuous improvement and to reach a common understanding among the 
EU Member States in the above mentioned areas. 

By following the principle of continuous improvement of nuclear safety, EN-
SREG is seeking to accomplish the following goals: to search out how to assure 
and further improve the safety of nuclear facilities, the safety of radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel, how to assure and further improve the funding 
of decommissioning activities as well as  management of radioactive waste 
and spent nuclear fuel. 

The EU Member States are represented at ENSREG by senior officials and ex-
perts from their national regulatory institutions supervising nuclear safety and 
nuclear waste safety. In 2010, Lithuania at the ENSREG group was represented 
by VATESI Deputy Head, acting in the capacity of VATESI Head.  In 2010, three 
ENSREG meetings were held where the issues of implementing the ENSREG 
working program were discussed. 

To accomplish the objectives of the ENSREG program, three wor-
king groups have been established: 

 Group on nuclear safety improvement;

 Group on safety improvement in radioactive waste management, decom-
missioning and spent nuclear fuel;

 Group on public information and transparency.

VATESI has delegated its experts to the first two working groups. 
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ENSREG Working Group on Nuclear Safety Improvement 
on 25 June 2009, the Council Directive 2009/71/EURAToM establishing a Com-
munity framework for safety of nuclear facilities (hereinafter – the “Directive”) 
was passed. The main objective of the Directive is to secure the continuous 
improvement of nuclear safety and its regulation and to ensure that the Mem-
ber States provide for appropriate national arrangements for the assurance of 
high level of nuclear safety to protect workers and the general public against 
the dangers arising from ionizing radiation caused by nuclear installations. The 
Directive requires the Member States to transpose the provisions of the Direc-
tive into their respective national legal frameworks by 22 July 2011.  ENSREG 
resolved that for the fluent implementation of the Directive it is necessary to 
provide methodological assistance to the Member States in drawing up the 
national reports in accordance with paragraph 9(3) of the Directive  and to 
define the format and structure of these reports; to draw the guidelines for the 
self-assessments to be conducted by  the Member States and the peer review 
of their national framework, the schedules thereof and to plan the resources 
deemed necessary for these purposes.  

These provisions were included into the Working Program of the Working 
Group on Nuclear Safety (WGNS) that with regard to its elaborations proposed 
by WGNS was approved by ENSREG in January 2010. For the implementation 
of the revised program three WGNS task forces were established. 

In 2010, by preparing the guidelines to the Member States on the format and 
structure of the national reports to be submitted in accordance with paragraph 
9(1) of the Directive, WGNS was analyzing possible alternatives and drafting 
proposals. The assignment will be continued in 2011 in order to define the 
principles of drawing up the reports and their detailed structure. 

WGNS, upon having assessed the provisions of the Directive on sharing the 
lessons learned from the review of the Nuclear Safety Convention and the re-
sults of the Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) missions, drew up the 
instruction for identification of common problems of the EU Member States 
and the respective model of the learning process. 

In 2010, on the basis of the information submitted by the Member States, 
WGNS drew up a preliminary ten-year schedule for the nuclear safety regu-
latory institutions’ self-assessment and its peer review. For this purpose the 
draft Memorandum of Understanding was discussed with the IAEA defining 
the practical aspects of the IAEA IRRS missions for independent appraisals at 
the nuclear safety regulatory institutions. It is being planned to approve the 
mentioned Memorandum at one of the ENSREG meetings to be held in 2011. 
To carry out the missions, additional financial and human resources will be 
needed; therefore the possibility to set an expert pool from the EU Member 
States was discussed as well. In 2010, four meetings of this working group were 
held. The goals set by the working group were essentially accomplished – the 
drafted documents were submitted for approval by ENSREG. 
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ENSREG Working Group on Radioactive Waste Management
The Working Group on Improving Spent Fuel, Radioactive Waste Management 
and Decommissioning Arrangements is responsible for safety of radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel management, decommissioning and manage-
ment of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel accumulating during decom-
missioning process, and financing issues. The goals of this working group are: 

 To develop safe management of all types of spent nuclear fuel and radioac-
tive waste;

 To exchange ideas on solving the challenges regarding availability of highly 
qualified personnel and know-how management during decommissioning 
process;

 To share information and good practice in the fields of radioactive waste 
management and decommissioning.

At the end of 2009, a new assignment was given to the Working Group – to pre-
pare the draft of the Directive on Radioactive Waste Management. The mem-
bers of the Working Group at the meetings held in January and February as 
well as by the electronic communication means till the end of March prepared 
and submitted to the ENSREG members their proposals on the content of the 
European Council Directive on the Sustainable Management of Radioactive 
Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel. on 4 November 2010, the European Commis-
sion, with reference to the ENSREG proposals, the already adopted Directive 
on Nuclear Safety, other Directives prepared and submitted for comments the 
draft Directive on Management of Radioactive Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel. 

The Directive aims at establishing a Community framework for the safe and 
responsible management of radioactive waste and spent nuclear.  This would 
assure that the Member States will implement the relevant national measures 
for the safe management of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel for pro-
tecting the employees and the population from hazardous effects of ionizing 
radiation, along with more efficient dissemination of information to the gen-
eral public. The Directive will be applicable to all radioactive waste and spent 
nuclear fuel generated in nuclear energy or otherwise by using the sources of 
ionizing radiation for peaceful purposes, as well as in all stages of radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear fuel management from the point when it is gener-
ated till the disposal to the radioactive waste repositories. The Directive will 
set forth the general principles for the management of radioactive waste and 
spent nuclear fuel, the requirements for the national standards of radioactive 
waste and spent nuclear management, including the legal framework, regula-
tion, allocation of responsibility, adopting the national policy and the program. 
The Directive calls for establishment an independent competent regulatory 
institution; sets the primary responsibility of the owners and licensees for the 
safe management of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel, the regular as-
sessment of the performed operations and facilities; it demands that the li-
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censee would allocate sufficient financial and human resources for manage-
ment of radioactive waste and nuclear fuel deemed necessary to perform his 
liabilities. one of the novelties is the requirement to assure dissemination of 
information about the radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel management 
and, and in particular about the licensing process of repositories to the general 
public. The Directive provides that a Member State will have to regularly report 
about the implementation of the provisions of the Directive. It is expected that 
the European Council will approve the Directive in 2011, and a uniform legal 
framework on the nuclear safety and management of radioactive waste will be 
established in the European Communities. The provisions of the Directive will 
have to be transposed to the national legal framework within two years from 
its publication in the official Journal of the European Union.

Participation in the activities of Western European Nuclear Regula-
tors’ Association (WENRA)
Western European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) was established 
in 1999 by the initiative of the EU Member States and Switzerland. The main 
goal of the organization is to develop the common approach of the participat-
ing countries towards nuclear safety. At present the nuclear safety regulation 
institutions of Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, 
Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK are represented at the Association, and the 
observer rights are held by the representatives of Armenia, Austria, Ireland, Lux-
emburg, Norway, Poland, Russia and the Ukraine. During WENRA meetings, the 
representatives of the regulatory institutions discuss the issues of nuclear safe-
ty regulation and supervision; they exchange information important in terms 
of safety, share experience, and envisage the trends of safety improvement.

Three working groups are functioning in WENRA – the Reactor Harmonization 
Working Group (RHWG), the Working Group on Waste and Decommissioning 
(WGWD) which both were joined by Lithuania in 2004, and the WENRA Working 
Group on Inspection of Components and Structures (WIG) established in 2010.

Activity of WENRA Reactor Harmonization Working Group (RHWG)
The primary objective of WENRA Reactor Harmonization Working Group 
(RHWG) was to establish the key requirements (safety reference levels) for the 
presently operating nuclear power plants and to harmonize these levels in 
WENRA member countries.

Currently the representatives of nuclear safety regulatory institutions or del-
egated by them from 18 countries are the active participants of WENRA RHWG 
activities. Every country participating in the activity of WENRA, including VATESI 
which is representing Lithuania, in 2006-2008 were conducting in their respec-
tive countries the comparative study of their national legal framework regulat-
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ing nuclear safety with the WENRA safety reference levels. The comparison of 
its mandatory technical documents with these reference levels was also con-
ducted by Ignalina NPP. Each country, by taking into consideration the results 
of the comparative study and WENRA RHWG recommendations, drew up its 
own national action plan for removal of non-compliances in the respective 
country by the year 2010 by transposing them to the national legal acts and 
/or by including them into mandatory technical documents of a licensee. In 
all, the safety reference levels cover 18 safety areas of nuclear reactors.  With 
regard to the final version of safety reference levels, prepared by WENRA RHWG 
in January 2008, where 295 safety reference levels were included, the national 
action plan of Lithuania for the year 2008 was adjusted. The plan stipulated 
that the missing 120 WENRA RHWG safety reference levels would be trans-
posed to the legal framework regulating nuclear safety, and 76 safety reference 
levels – to the mandatory technical documents of Ignalina NPP.  

As of late 2010, 73 safety reference levels were transposed to the legal acts reg-
ulating nuclear safety, and 48 – to the Ignalina NPP mandatory technical docu-
ments. It was decided that the remaining 28 WENRA RHWG safety reference 
levels will not be implemented due to the final shut-down of Ignalina NPP.

The results of Lithuania in transposing the WENRA RHWG safety reference lev-
els to the legal framework are provided below, where A – practical implemen-
tation fully complies with the safety reference levels, B – recommended safety 
reference levels are planned to be transposed into the legal framework.

Results of reaching compliance with WENRA RHWG safety reference levels

The safety reference levels have been developed for the presently operated 
nuclear power plants. With an aim to harmonize these requirements for new 
nuclear power plants, in 2008-2009, WENRA RHWG discussed the targeted 
qualitative and quantitative safety objectives. As yet it has not been planned 
to establish the specific safety reference levels for new nuclear reactors. Pres-
ently RHWG is actively working on preparation of the general positions on 
the individual safety problems – the operation of nuclear power plants after 
the expiration of their designed life-time (this concerns the operating nuclear 
power plants), the main requirements for the assessment of the impact of the 
aircraft crash, application of the “defense in depth” principle in designing new 
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nuclear power plants, assessment of severe accidents, etc. VATESI, by draw-
ing up the legal acts for nuclear safety regulation in licensing the new nuclear 
power plant, will take into consideration both the qualitative and the quantita-
tive safety objectives. 

Activity of WENRA Working Group on Inspection of Components and 
Structures 
WENRA Working Group on Inspection of Components and Structures (WIG) 
was established in March 2010 with an aim to analyze the practices in design-
ing, quality assurance and regulation of new and already operated NPP struc-
tures and components, to identify the best practice examples and to prepare 
proposals for the harmonization actions. Twelve WENRA member countries – 
Spain, Belgium, Switzerland, Bulgaria, France, Lithuania, Finland, the United 
Kingdom, Slovakia, Sweden, Poland (with the rights of an observer) and Hun-
gary (presented the report, but not participated in the group meetings) – are 
represented in WIG by the representatives of their regulatory institutions. It is 
expected that later on other WENRA member countries will join WIG as well. 

The first WIG meeting was held in September 2010 in Helsinki. At the meeting 
the objectives of the working group were discussed and planned, the reports 
on the regulatory and supervisory practices prepared by the member coun-
tries were reviewed, the differences and similarities in the practice of this activ-
ity were discussed. 

The second meeting of the working group has been scheduled for the year 
2011, where the draft study report of this working group will be discussed and 
further trends in the activity of this working group will be defined.

WENRA program for harmonization of safety requirements: Activity 
of Working Group on Waste and Decommissioning (WGWD)
As of late 2001, the Working Group on Waste and Decommissioning (WGWD) 
started the project for harmonization of the requirements in force in the WEN-
RA member countries in the areas of decommissioning of nuclear facilities and 
operation of radioactive waste storage facilities. The goal of this assignment 
is to develop the safety reference levels which have to be met by the WENRA 
member countries. If necessary, the national requirements will be amended. 
The safety reference levels are being worked out with regard to the already 
existing legal frameworks and international recommendations. 

As of late 2005, WGWD prepared two reports where the safety reference levels 
for decommissioning of nuclear facilities and operation of radioactive waste 
storage facilities were presented. In early 2006 these reports were officially 
publicized on the Internet.
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The WGWD member countries analyzed the legal frameworks of their respec-
tive countries and their practical implementation, and compared these in terms 
of compliance with the safety reference levels set for operation of storage fa-
cilities and decommissioning of nuclear facilities. The results of these analyses 
were reviewed by specialists of other WGWD member countries to ascertain 
that all the countries interpret the safety reference levels in the same way. 

In 2010, two meetings of WGWD were arranged. one of them was held in Liv-
erpool on April 20-22, another – in Bonn on November 22-26. At the meetings 
in Liverpool and Bonn, the drawn documents on safety reference levels during 
operation of radioactive waste storage facility and decommissioning were dis-
cussed and the amendments to these documents were proposed. However, 
special attention was given to the being drafted new safety reference levels 
for radioactive waste disposal. To set the safety reference levels for radioactive 
waste disposal, all WGWD member countries were divided into four working 
groups, each of them was preparing the safety reference levels for the respec-
tive safety area assigned to them. Lithuania was appointed to the working 
group together with Czech Republic, Slovakia and Finland and prepared the 
safety reference levels for radioactive waste disposal related to such areas as 
the responsibility, organizational structure of the licensee, safety management 
and characterization of the construction site of the disposal facility. 

At the meetings to be arranged in the nearest future the newly prepared safety 
reference levels for disposal of radioactive waste will be discussed – the defini-
tions of the safety reference levels will be agreed upon and revised with regard 
to the practice of the previously prepared documents and the specifics of ra-
dioactive waste disposal.

Activities in implementing the provisions of the Espoo Convention
The designing, construction and operation of new nuclear power plants have 
to be carried out abiding by all international requirements on nuclear safety, 
radiation protection and environmental protection, and during the assess-
ment of their impact on other countries – by the Convention on Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (hereinafter - the ”Espoo 
Convention”). In 2010, VATESI along with other institutions taking part in the 
environmental impact assessment, examined the Environmental Impact As-
sessment Reports of the nuclear power plants planned to be constructed in 
Belarus and the Kaliningrad Region of the Russian Federation, provided their 
comments and remarks on these reports.  

 In September 2009, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of the 
Republic of Belarus in line with the provisions of the Espoo Convention submit-
ted to the Ministry of the Environment a notification regarding the launched 
environmental impact assessment (hereinafter – the “EIA”) of the planned to be 
constructed new nuclear power plant and the EIA documents. VATESI special-
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ists started the review of these documents and as early as in october submitted 
31 questions to the Ministry of the Environment. While examining the informa-
tion provided in the preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment Report of 
the planned to be constructed nuclear power plant, VATESI specialists brought 
to attention and raised the issues related to selection of the sites acceptable 
for the construction of nuclear power plants, radioactive waste management, 
assessment of hazards and radiological effects on the population of Lithuania, 
organization of emergency preparedness. The Ministry of the Environment, 
with regard to the comments provided by the state and higher education in-
stitutions and upon having summarized them, submitted to the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment of the Republic of Belarus 39 comments 
and proposals on the EIA documents. Moreover, the Belarusian counterparts 
were informed that the final position of Lithuania will be submitted only af-
ter the public debate on the EIA Report in Lithuania. In Lithuania, the public 
debate on the environmental impact assessment of the nuclear power plant 
planned to be constructed in Belarus was held at the beginning of March 2010, 
and, apart from the representatives of the Republic of Belarus, it was attended 
by nearly 80 representatives of the public, non-governmental organizations, 
higher education and science institutions, including VATESI. Later, when the 
Ministry of the Environment was preparing the position of Lithuania regarding 
the environmental impact assessment of the nuclear power plant planned to 
be constructed in Belarus, VATESI specialists were also actively involved in its 
preparation, provided their remarks and comments. In the opinion of Lithua-
nia, the environmental impact assessment of the planned nuclear power plant 
was not sufficiently comprehensive – the EIA Report was limited to the analysis 
of the single site in Astravets, and this does not comply with the provisions of 
the Espoo Convention demanding for the comparison of the alternative tech-
nologies and sites. In accordance with the provisions of the Convention, the al-
ternatives should be thoroughly assessed in order to make the most favorable 
decision in terms of the environmental protection and socioeconomics. The 
position of Lithuania disapproved of the construction of the nuclear power 
plant in the Astravets (Grodno District) site that is remote at 23 km distance 
from the border of Lithuania and only some 50 km from the capital of Lithuania 
Vilnius with the population exceeding half a million people.

Belarus failed to provide answers to all Lithuania’s comments and remarks 
that had been submitted already in 2009. When the answers of Belarus to the 
submitted remarks and comments were received in February 2010 and were 
analyzed, it turned out that more than a half of the questions remained unan-
swered or were not answered in full. At the end of March, the comments on the 
responses of the Belarusian specialists to VATESI remarks and comments were 
submitted to the Ministry of the Environment which handed them over to the 
entities who had prepared the EIA Report. At the same time VATESI proposed 
to solve the mentioned issues during further consultations that are obligatory 
according to the provisions of the Espoo Convention.
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A bilateral meeting on the construction of the new nuclear power plant in 
Belarus was held in June. VATESI representatives within the delegation of the 
Republic of Lithuania went to Minsk to voice an official position on the nuclear 
power plant planned to be constructed in Astravets District. During the meet-
ing, the specialist of Belarus provided a lot of supplementary information re-
garding the assessment of the effects of operation of the future nuclear power 
plant and the assessment results, including the effects for Lithuania. Whereas 
at the meeting there was no possibility to evaluate the received information in 
full, Lithuania refused to acknowledge this meeting as consultations held un-
der the framework of the Espoo Convention, because the requirements of the 
Convention on timely provision of thorough information as well as other pro-
cedures laid down in the Convention were not complied with, and requested 
to officially send the additional assessments in writing.  When this information 
is received, VATESI specialists will also take part in the analysis of these assess-
ments and express their opinion. The EIA process will be completed when all 
explanations are received from Belarus. 

Russia, although being a signatory to the Espoo Convention, has not ratified 
the document. Lithuania has been continuously making efforts to ascertain 
that the provisions of this convention would be abided by. Besides, the State 
Nuclear Energy Corporation, constructing the nuclear power plant and respon-
sible for the project has voluntarily assumed obligations to perform the entire 
process of construction of the Baltic Nuclear Power Plant in accordance with 
the provisions of the Espoo Convention.

At the end of 2009, Russia provided the environmental impact assessment 
documents of the nuclear power plant planned to be constructed in the Ka-
liningrad Region. Upon having examined the EIA Report for the Baltic Nuclear 
Power Plant, VATESI informed the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that this report is 
not sufficiently thorough, and in January 2010 submitted 21 questions which 
subsequently were handed over to the entities who had prepared the EIA doc-
uments. In the EIA Report the criteria on the basis of which the priority is given 
to the Neman site (10-12 km to the south from the Lithuanian – Latvian border) 
are not clear, the seismic events in the site have not been analyzed, the infor-
mation as to how the projected radiation exposure doses affecting local and 
neighboring countries’ population during the NPP operation and in the case of 
severe accidents would be evaluated was not sufficient, the information about 
the alert notification and information dissemination to the neighboring coun-
tries, the plans for management of emergency situations and cooperation with 
the institutions of the neighboring countries were not provided.

The answers that were given by Russia in the summer of 2010 did not clarify our 
questions, therefore the questions were repeatedly sent to the Russian coun-
terpart regarding the project being implemented by them for the construc-
tion of the nuclear power plant and the environmental impact assessment ac-
tions that will have to be taken, along with the request to provide additional 
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information and clarification of the specific issues. The criticism expressed to 
the Russian counterpart was mainly related to the unclear criteria of the site 
selection, non-compliance with the Espoo Convention, the works that were 
started without having agreed the environmental impact assessment with the 
neighboring countries. The general public of Lithuania has to be fully informed 
about the criteria of the site selection, the standards according to which the 
NPP will be constructed and operated, as well as the scope and legal status of 
the emergency protection planning zones that also cover a part of the territory 
of the Republic of Lithuania.  

The works aimed to reconcile with Lithuania the environmental impact assess-
ment of the nuclear power plant planned to be constructed in the Kaliningrad 
Region of Russia have not been completed yet, the approval in accordance 
with the Espoo Convention (public hearing in Lithuania and consultations 
among countries) so far has not been finalized.  

VATESI is ready to take part in the environmental impact assessment of the pow-
er plants of the neighboring countries and is giving particular attention to this 
activity. It is beyond doubt that such large facilities as the nuclear power plants 
can make a transboundary impact, therefore it should be strictly demanded that 
their environmental impact assessment would be carried out in accordance 
with all international covenants. The construction of nuclear power plants in the 
neighboring countries is a sensitive issue to Lithuania, therefore the implemen-
tation of their construction and operation in a safe manner must be pursued. 

Participation in the activities of the European Clearinghouse for 
Operational Experience Feedback 
In 2008, nuclear safety regulatory institutions from seven European countries 
signed a Declaration of Intention of Multi-partner Collaboration Arrangements 
for European Clearinhgouse on NPP oEF (hereinafter – the “EU Clearinghouse”). 
The operating agent of the project is the Institute of Energy, established in Peten 
(the Netherlands), one of the seven institutes of the Joint Research Centre (JRC). 

The objectives of the European Clearinghouse are as follows:

 Improving the existing and newly constructed NPPs safety through strengt-
hening co-operation between licensees, regulatory authorities and their 
Technical Support organizations;

 Making input to the use of operational experience feedback by strengt-
hening and sharing competencies, enhancing mutual relations within the 
European Clearinghouse and with international community using nuclear 
power;

 Collecting, summarizing and disseminating information on NPP operational 
events along with the continuous and systematic application of knowledge 
gained from European countries participating in the project; 
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 Establishing the best-practice for assessment of NPP operational events 
through the use of state-of-the-art methods, computer aided assessment 
tools and information gathered from different national and international 
sources; 

 Providing support in defining the long-term EU policy needs on the opera-
tional experience feedback. 

In 2010, at the annual meeting of the European Clearinghouse for operational 
Experience Feedback the review of the above mentioned Declaration and the 
reorganization of the EU Clearinghouse by establishing two supervisory bod-
ies – the Steering Committee and the Technical Board – were initiated. 

In the activities of the Steering Committee the representatives of Finland, 
Hungary, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Rumania, Slovenia and Switzerland are 
involved along with the representatives of nine other countries that are par-
ticipating by the observer rights. At the meetings of the Steering Committee, 
Lithuania is represented by VATESI Deputy Head acting in the capacity of VATE-
SI Head. In 2010, by participating in the activities of the Steering Committee 
VATESI submitted its proposals on the activities of the European Clearinghouse 
for operational Experience Feedback.

 In 2010, the activity of the EU Clearinghouse was focused on the topical oper-
ational experience studies on the following issues: the external events, events 
related to the NPP construction and commissioning, loss of safety-important 
equipment due to the generator’s high voltage surge, events related to fires, 
events related to ageing of the NPP structures and components, events related 
to the NPP modifications, supply of the NPP components, decommissioning 
events. When the topical studies on the mentioned subjects are issued by the 
EU Clearinghouse, VATESI is going to examine them and, if necessary, to pre-
pare recommendations on improvement the activities of its own and/or the 
State Company Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant.  

In 2010, the EU Clearinghouse issued four online info sheets, where the sum-
marized expedient information about the incidents related to nuclear power 
that occurred in the world during the previous quarter is presented.  The ex-
perts of the EU Clearinghouse provided assistance to the regulatory institu-
tions of the project counterparts by performing independent surveys of the 
assessment reports on unusual events at NPPs. Subsequently these reports 
were presented to the IAEA/NEA IRS database.

In 2010, the EU Clearinghouse conducted a survey with an aim to clarify how 
the countries participating in the European Clearinghouse project are using 
their operational experience feedback and what methods of assessment are 
being applied. VATESI prepared the relevant information about the use of op-
erational experience feedback within the inspectorate and at the NPP as well 
as the methods and tools used by Ignalina NPP for the analysis of events.
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Technical cooperation projects of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA)

The IAEA regional projects in the area of nuclear safety and nuclear energy
In 2010, VATESI coordinated the participation of Lithuanian specialists in eleven 
IAEA European regional projects for technical cooperation in the area of nucle-
ar safety and nuclear energy:

 RER/0/029 – Supporting the Introduction of Nuclear Energy (jointly with 
the Ministry of Energy); 

 RER/3/006 – Supporting the Repatriation, Management and Disposal of 
Fresh and/or Spent Nuclear Fuel from Research Reactors; 

 RER/3/008 – Strengthening Safety and Reliability of Nuclear Fuel and Nucle-
ar Materials in Nuclear Power Plants, Including Water-Cooled Water-Mode-
rated Power Reactor Components and Piping; 

 RER/4/030 – Strengthening Capabilities for Nuclear Power Plant Performan-
ce and Service Life including Engineering Aspects; 

 RER/4/031 – Improving Quality Management and Quality Assurance in Nu-
clear Power Plant Constructing, Equipment Manufacturing and Maintenan-
ce Activities;

 RER/4/032 – Enhancing the Sustainability of Research Reactors and Their 
Safe operation Through Regional Cooperation, Networking and Coalitions;

 RER/9/085 – Capacity Building for Upgrading Nuclear Security Related Na-
tional Infrastructure;

 RER/9/095 – Strengthening Safety Assessment Capabilities;

 RER/9/098 – Improving Safety Management Systems and operation Feed-
back; 

 RER/9/099 – Strengthening the Effectiveness of Regulatory Authorities and 
Advanced Training in Nuclear Safety;

 RER/9/102 – Developing Human Resources in Nuclear Security.

In 2010, while engaged in the above projects, Lithuania’s representatives par-
ticipated in 31 events outside the country, including 17 working meetings, 8 
training courses, and 6 technical meetings. Thirty six specialists from Ignalina 
NPP, VAE UAB, VATESI and the Technical Support organizations took part in the 
events. They familiarized themselves with state-of-the-art practice and require-
ments set in different areas of nuclear safety assurance and assessment. In addi-
tion to that, they established business contacts with their foreign counterparts.
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In 2010, two events arranged by the IAEA were held in Lithuania:
 on 19-23 April, a working meting Application of Probabilistic Safety Analysis 

and Decision Making on the Basis of Risk Assessment (under the framework 
of RER/9/095) was arranged in Kaunas;

 on 30 August-3 September, training courses Computer Security in Nuclear 
Facilities (under the framework of RER/9/102) took place in Vilnius. 

These two events were attended by the specialists from Lithuania, Armenia, Bul-
garia, Czech Republic, Estonia, the US, the United Kingdom, Croatia,  Romania, 
Russia, Slovakia, Sweden, Turkey, the Ukraine, Hungary, Germany and the IAEA.

Under the framework of the IAEA regional projects, more than 70 international 
events have been planed for the year 2011, among them – numerous meet-
ings, courses and consultations that are important to Lithuanian specialists.  

The IAEA national project for Lithuania
In 2010, the implementation of the national project by the IAEA Enhancing 
Capabilities of VATESI and other Institutions in Licensing a New NPP, LIT/9/009 
has been further continued. The project was started in 2008 and will proceed 
till the end of 2011. In 2010, approx. USD 180 thousand were spent from the 
budget of the project for the implementation of the relevant measures, the 
bulk of which are the funds allocated by the IAEA.   

In 2010, under the framework of LIT/9/009 project, two missions by the IAEA ex-
perts were organized. on 24-27 May 2010, the mission of the IAEA experts eval-
uated the nuclear safety requirements and regulations that are being prepared 
in order to get ready for the construction of the new nuclear power plant, and 
on 8-12 November 2010, the IAEA experts reviewed the technical description 
of the potential construction sites of the new nuclear power plant where the 
regional geology, seismic risk, geotechnical and hydro geological factors had 
been assessed. The specialists of VATESI, the Environmental Protection Agency 
and VAE UAB participated in in-service trainings, working meetings, seminars 
and training courses on the outstanding issues of licensing and safety assess-
ment of the new NPP, gained experience deemed necessary in preparing for 
the construction of the new nuclear power plant, improved qualification and 
enhanced their knowledge in the field of nuclear technologies. 
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The EU support projects for vATESI
In 2010, VATESI was working on a single EU support project – Technical Assis-
tance to VATESI in the Field of Decommissioning (Stage 5), No. VAT.05, financed 
by the funds from Ignalina Program.   

The implementation of the project was started on 23 January 2009. The sched-
uled completion date of the project works – 30 April 2011.

The value of the project – EUR 1 999 810.

The main objectives of the project:  
 To provide support to VATESI in reviewing the documents related to de-

commissioning of Ignalina NPP; 

 To consult VATESI on the issues related to decommissioning projects. 

In 2010, the Financing and Administration Agreement for the period of 2010-
2012 of the project Improvement of Qualification of Specialists of the State 
Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate financed from the European Union struc-
tural  support funds and prepared under the framework of the facility VP1–4
.1–VRM–03–V Qualification Improvement of Employees of Governmental In-
stitutions and offices was signed but the activities under the Agreement were 
not started in 2010, because the draft Law on Nuclear Safety of the Republic 
of Lithuania and other relevant laws which would fundamentally improve the 
system of administrative sanctions applied for breaching the legal norms of 
nuclear safety  had not been adopted as planned.  Without the adoption of 
the relevant laws, it was not possible to determine the real demand for the 
training, the content of the training programs and training materials based 
on which the training will be provided and to start the training process. If the 
relevant training programs and materials were prepared under the presently 
effective legal acts defining the system of administrative sanctions imposed 
for breaching the legal norms of nuclear safety, the succession of the project 
would not be assured. It is being planned to commence the activities of the 
project in 2011.
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Activities of International Cooperation Group on Nuclear Safety of 
vATESI
The International Cooperation Group on Nuclear Safety (ICG) of VATESI was set 
up on 18 March 2005, with a view to continuing mutually useful collaboration 
initiated by the completed project for assistance in licensing.

The ICG is a working group in whose activities the representatives of VATESI, 
foreign regulatory institutions, the Technical Support organizations and other 
organizations take part on a voluntary basis. The Group’s main objectives are 
as follows:

 Advising VATESI on major issues of nuclear safety;

 Exchanging information and experience in the area of nuclear safety and 
regulation;

 Coordinating bilateral and multilateral projects of VATESI.

In 2010, experts from the German State Nuclear Reactor Safety Consulting As-
sociation (GRS), the French Institute of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection 
(IRSN), other organizations, as well as from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(the USA) participated in the activities of the VATESI ICG.

new nuclear power plant, safety issues related to the changing activities of Ignalina NPP 
from operation to decommissioning were discussed. The experience in outstanding nuclear 
regulation in other countries was exchanged along with the opinions on the EU assistance in 
nuclear safety to the East European countries planning to construct nuclear power plants.  

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

A1 – a nuclear reactor with the main circulation circuit and the main auxiliary systems for 
the reactor is located in the building A 
ACS – accident confinement system 
AFES – automated fire extinction system 
ANA – additional neutron absorbers 
B1 – a primary water treatment system of the cooling system and demineralized water 
treatment equipment are located in the building B  
B19-1 – project for very low activity radioactive waste storage facilities   
B234 – project for SNF retrieval from NPP old storage facilities (project B2) and a new 
facility for treatment and storage of solid radioactive waste at Ignalina NPP  
B34 – project for solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facilities  
B9-2 – nuclear reactor’s gas circuit dismantling and decontamination project  
BDBA MM – Manual for Management of Beyond-Design-Basis Accidents  
CF UGC – capability factor to use gross capacity  
CNS – Convention of Nuclear Safety  
DSA – deterministic safety analysis 
EC – European Commission  
ECCS - emergency core cooling system 
ECOEF – European Clearinghouse for Operational Experience Feedback  
ECURIE –European Community Urgent Radiological Information Exchange  
EIA – environmental impact assessment 
ENAC – Emergency Notification and Assistance Convention of the IAEA 
ENSREG – European Nuclear Safety Regulatory Group   
ESMTC – Research Centre of Electromagnetic Compatibility   

The ninth ICG meeting was held on 
14 April 2010. At the meeting Michail 
Demčenko, Deputy Head of VATESI, 
was elected the ICG Chairman, and 
Michel Chouha, IRSN  expert, was 
elected the ICG Vice-chairman. Dur-
ing the meeting, the reorganization 
of nuclear safety regulatory infra-
structure in Lithuania, preparation for 
the construction of the new nuclear 

power plant, safety issues related to the changing activities of Ignalina NPP 
from operation to decommissioning were discussed. The experience in out-
standing nuclear regulation in other countries was exchanged along with the 
opinions on the EU assistance in nuclear safety to the East European countries 
planning to construct nuclear power plants.  
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LIST OF ABBREvIATIONS
A1 – a nuclear reactor with the main circulation circuit and the main auxiliary 
systems for the reactor is located in the building A

ACS – accident confinement system

AFES – automated fire extinction system

ANA – additional neutron absorbers

B1 – a primary water treatment system of the cooling system and demineral-
ized water treatment equipment are located in the building B 

B19-1 – project for very low activity radioactive waste storage facilities  

B234 – project for SNF retrieval from NPP old storage facilities (project B2) and 
a new facility for treatment and storage of solid radioactive waste at Ignalina 
NPP 

B34 – project for solid radioactive waste treatment and storage facilities 

B9-2 – nuclear reactor’s gas circuit dismantling and decontamination project 

BDBA MM – Manual for Management of Beyond-Design-Basis Accidents 

CF UGC – capability factor to use gross capacity 

CNS – Convention of Nuclear Safety 

DSA – deterministic safety analysis

EC – European Commission 

ECCS - emergency core cooling system

ECOEF – European Clearinghouse for operational Experience Feedback 

ECURIE –European Community Urgent Radiological Information Exchange 

EIA – environmental impact assessment

ENAC – Emergency Notification and Assistance Convention of the IAEA

ENSREG – European Nuclear Safety Regulatory Group  

ESMTC – Research Centre of Electromagnetic Compatibility  

EU – European Union 

EURATOM – European Atomic Energy Community 

FASR – fast-acting scram rods  

FI – Institute of Physics 
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FRA – fire risk analysis 

GRS – German State Nuclear Reactor Safety Consulting Association (Gesell-
schaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH) 

GWh – gigawatt hour 

HLG – high level group 

IAEA – International Atomic Energy Agency

ICG – International Cooperation Group on Nuclear Safety of VATESI

Ignalina NPP – Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant

ISNF SF – interim spent nuclear fuel storage facility

INES – International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale 

IRRS – Integrated Regulatory Review Service 

IRRT – International Regulatory Review Team  

IRSN – French Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety

JRC –   Joint Research Centre 

kcal – kilo calorie 

kTU – Kaunas University of Technology 

kWh – kilowatt hour

LEI – Lithuanian Energy Institute 

LNEP (LEI) – LEI Laboratory of Nuclear Engineering Problems 

LRTM (LE) – LEI Laboratory of Research and Testing of Materials 

MBZ – material balance zone 

MPa – megapascal

mSv – millisievert (unit of doze equivalent) millisievert (exposure measure-
ment unit) 

MW – megawatt 

MWd/HRE – megawatt per day/heat releasing element 

NI – nuclear installation

NISL (LEI) – LEI Nuclear Installations Safety Laboratory 
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NPP – nuclear power plant

NRC – the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

NSG – Nuclear Suppliers’ Group 

OECD – organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

OO – operating organization 

OSART – operational Safety Review Team under the International Atomic En-
ergy Agency

PSA – probabilistic safety analysis

QAS – quality assurance system

RATA – Radioactive Waste Management Agency 

RBMk – high power channel–type reactor 

RHWG – WENRA Reactor Harmonization Working Group

SBEOI – Symptom-Based Emergency operating Instructions 

SIIT – the State Institute of Information Technologies 

SPNFA – spent nuclear fuel assembly releasing heat 

SNFSF – dry type storage facility for spent nuclear fuel 

SAM – scheduled annual maintenance 

SRS – safety-related systems 

SSM – Swedish Radiation Safety Authority  

STD – standard technical documents 

SIP – safety improvement program

TSO – technical support organizations

vAE – Visagino Atominė Elektrinė UAB

vATESI – State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate

vGTU – Vilnius Gediminas Technical University 

WENRA – Western European Nuclear Regulators’ Association

WGNS – Working Group on Nuclear Safety

WGWD – Working Group on Waste and Decommissioning 
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